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AERIAL ROUND-UP

American Legion Plane Will
Reach Rockland Sunday
At 11.20 A. M.
The

annual

aerial membership

™"dup of the American Legion, DetM.erc?,?7Un5897Th“e P*per’ C0n80lld“e<1 partment of Maine, will be held Sun-

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, October 20, 1936

TELLING OF HEAT AND LIGHT

THREE CENTS A COPY

ON A THOUSAND-MILE FRONT

Volume 91.................. Number 1 26.

APPLETON’S HARVEST HOME

Plumbing of New Community Building Also A Travel Story In Five Episodes—A Visit To “The Showing How They Do Things In a Big Way Up
In Northern Knox
Granite City,” Of Vermont
Discussed—Plans Call For “The Best”

“You must have a lot of smart work Over in Riverside Hall goods were on
sale at the following departments:
day.
probably hoping to move in, after ers over there in Appleton.”
.»..•.)?
Fancy Work—Mrs. Esther Moody
Since the close of their successful issue of The Courier-Gazette carries trolled
>,ancl boxes' located ln
administrations have been exchanged
The speaker was the cashier of the
and
Mrs. Caroline Page.
•*
Affection Is the broadest basis
three carefully selected parts of the
convention in Lewiston, last June, Col.
—if they are.
Union branch of the Knox County
some item of interest concerning the
Candy—Mre. Mary McIntosh and
•* of a good life. -^George Eliot
building, and are so planned that It
William E. Southard, Bangor, depart
Montpelier Tavern is 110 years old, Trust Company, and he was gazing
Miss Ida Williams.
not necessary to light the entire
ment commander, and all other de Community Building now nearing
according to the sign. On the out
Comforters and Pillows—Mrs. Amy
admiringly at the good-sized pile of
partment, county and Post officers completion at the corner of Lime- | building, in order that the auditorium
skirts of the city is the Vermont
GEORGE B. CLARK
Esancy
and Mrs. Ellen Carleton.
throughout the State have been ac rock and Union streets. Today's story I or some other portions of the build|ilighway Department Garage, and banknotes and coins which represent
Stuffed Animals (not meaning those
answers
a
special
request
for
infor

ing
may
be
utilized.
Only
that
por

tively engaged on one of their most
judging from the amount of rolling ed the earnings of the annual Harvest who had just eaten supper) and Dolls
Funeral services for George B. Clark active programs, that of Membership. mation on heating, plumbing and tion of the building to be utilized is
stock on hand the Green Mountain Home, which was held so successfully —Mrs. Evie Perry and Mrs. Helen
lighted. AU exits are equiped with
were held from his late residence on
For two successive years, in 1935 electrical work.
State has a busy highway commission. in Appleton last Thursday night. Gushee.
The building erected by the Works standard exit Ughts. From start to
Broadway Sunday afternoon, Rev. and 1936, the 'Department of Maine
Around $250 there was, in the pile, Aprons—Mrs. Julia Currier and Mrs.
A Nice City, Barre
Progress Administration of Maine ln finish the elecrical work is being in
Corwin H. Olds of the Congregation has enjoyed that honor and when the
and to the devoted workers it meant Eveline Pitman.
National telegraphic roll call Is held conjunction with the City of Rock stalled in accordance with the code
In various trips through Vermont
a nice lift in their labors in behalf
al Church officiating. The large at in Indianapolis early in November at land, has been built wholly with re of the National Board of Fire Under
Mystery Booth—Miss Maude Fuller
The shrill blowing of a whistle, i have somehow aways permitted the
of the Community Baptist Church.
and Miss Cecelia Whitney.
tendance and the many fine floral the conference of Department Com lief labor, with the exception of the writers.
thrice repeated, informed us that we granite city of Barre to elude me, so Unable to gain admission to the
• • • V
An excellent entertainment was pro
tributes expressed the sympathy for manders and Adjutants, it is the am- mason labor, which was furnished by
had been guilty of some sort of a this time Gonia pointed the Chevy's Grange hall for the “first table" it is vided. It consisted of a vocal solo by
The
plumbing
throughout
will
be
the bereaved ones and respect of the ition of every Department to get the city. An average of 45 men of
nose in that direction and I had a
said that 150 hungry persons stood Frank Meservey, a vocal duet by
deceased. The bearers were Eugene within what is known as the Big Ten, various crafts has been employed on modern. There are two ladies toilets violation, and we did not have to look chance to see one of Vermont’s finest
outside of the door waiting until the Joseph Gushee and son Richard, vocal
one
opening
from
the
entrance
foyer,
the
construction,
all
of
whom
have
twice
to
see
what
it
was.
Absorbed
Lamb, Guy Douglass and Alfred that is, to foe among the flrst ten
municipalities. I was surprised at the
Benner, cousins of Mr. Clark; and States on membership paid in as com been drawn from the relief rolls, as and the other from the auditorium, in the passage of a long freight size of the city and wholly pleased more fortunate ones felt obliged to solo by John Howard, High School
certified by the National Re-employ- j The same arrangements have been
quit. And those who have attended chorus and Grammar School chorus,
Allen V. Sawyer of the Odd Fellows. pared with the quotas assigned.
train we had failed to note the Cus with its appearance, and I can now Appleton suppers, served by the Will with Mrs. Mabel Tuttle at the piano,
Burial was in Aohorn cemetery.
Several Posts in the Department ment Service. This number has now made for the men's toUets, and addibetter understand why so many Knox ing Workers knows that it is not an
tional toilet facilities, as well as toms Station at Cantic.
readings by Mrs. Caroline Page and
Mr. Clark, a native of Rockland, have already surpassed their 1936 been increased to 60 men.
County granite workers have been easy matter to turn away from tables
• • • •
men's and women's shower rooms,
Mrs. Evie Perry, and a one-act play,
An act of this sort was evidently
was an adopted son of Mr. and Mrs. membership quotas and are now over
At the present time the roof is each containing 3 metal shower stalls nothing new to the Canadian offi content to work and reside there.
which carry such heavy cargoes of "The Sewing Circle Meets With Mrs.
Herbert C. Clark. He graduated from 100 percent paid-up in advance for
One sign called attention to the Appleton's best cookery.
completed with the exception of the will be located under the left side
Martin," by ten women.
Rockland High School in 1904 and 1937.
cials, for they did not threaten to Rock of Ages Granite Quarries, and
metal flashings, which will be de bleachers.
Mrs. Blanche Brown, vice president
An Appleton Harvest Home would
’ will be remembered in athletic circles
Nationally, the Legion year just
what a fitting name for a concern of the Willing Workers, was in charge
livered shortly and installed immedi
There will be a toilet and lavatory cast us into jail or even rebuke us.
not
be complete without the services
as a member of the strong football closing under the leadership of Na
ately. The roof is a 5 ply, 20 year on the stage, and there is also a
Gonia's destination, although I which deals in a material, destined of the feast, assisted in the dining of an auctioneer, in which role
team which the school presented that tional Commander J. Ray Murphy,
built up roof, with asphalt surface, toilet and lavatory connected with was unaware of it was Grand Isle, to endure to the end of time. Guardi room by Mrs. Gertrude Moody. Mrs. Charles Plummer was entirely suc
year.
has reached the figure of 950,228, rep
an Memorials has a large plant, the
and is one of the most modem in the the bowling alley area.
called "The Beauty Spot of Vermont." one we saw being No. 3. Fitting also Ethel Moody, Miss Azuba Sprague, cessful with the aid of Roger Morang
After leaving school George became resenting an increase of 105,000 over
State. The surface was first covered
All fixtures, with the exception of
Mrs. Ada Procter, Mre. Bernice Phil and Roger Wadsworth.
associated with his father in the cigar the total for 1935. and surpassing
with a 60 pound base sheet, securely the toilets will be equiped with hot It lies in the very center of that in that that the war memorial in the brook, Mrs. Linnabel Sprowl, Mrs.
In the absence of the Willing Work
manufacturing business. About 1920 the total of every year, except 1931.
nailed, and this then covered by 3 and cold water, supplied directly land sea Lake Champlain, which I heart of the city should be a granite Juanita Martin, Mrs. Alice Hall, Mrs. ers' president, Mrs. Lizzie Newbert,
he became second officer of the
In the membership record of the 15 pound capping sheets, each having ; from the boiler in the winter, and
have crossed at two points in the structure. "The Heroic Spirit and Elizabeth Gushee, Mrs. Lottie Went who was with her husband at Knox
Steamship Riverside Bridge, which year. 56 of the 58 Departments have
an 11 inch weather exposure, secured from an auxiliary water heater in course of my travels—once from Port Sacrifice of Our Country's Youth,” worth. Mrs. Eva Robinson and Mrs. Hospital, the Harvest Home was in
sailed to Constantinople and the reported a membership greater than
reads the Inscription. Knox County Jennie Wellman.
by a mopping of hot asphalt. As the summer. The plumbing fixtures
Mrs. Elizabeth oharge of Mrs. Blanche Brown, who
Black Sea.
that of Dec. 31. 1935; 40 Departments soon as this had been set, the entire are of the best grade, and the toilets Kent to Burlington by ferry, and club women would be real envious
In conjunction with cigar making attained the quotas assigned for 1936 roof was covered with a heavy coat are equiped with flush valves, and once from Crown Point to Chimney could they but see the fine building Sprowl was "on the door" but nobody is being warmly congratulated upon
Mr. Clark added the taxi business, and six Departments reported the ing of high melting point asphalt, the lavatories with stream regula Point over the toll bridge at whose in which the Barre women hold thelr begrudged paying the toll she de the complete success which she and
manded.
her assistants achieved.
which he conducted personaUy until largest membership in their history. which is designed for a melting point tors. which are simple in operation, New York entrance stands that won sessions.
The supper receipts were $64, and
Needless to say the Willing Work
ill health compelled the renunciation
During the year just ending, the of from 169 to 200 degrees. This high and not easily thrown out of order. derful monument to Champlain, the
while
this
was
most
gratifying
to
the
ers
are delighted with the co-opera
Flood
Control
Project
of active work. Mr. Clark was a number of Legion Posts was increased melting point prevents softening or
The heating system is of the one scholar and explorer.
promoters of the Harvest Home, it tion the public gave. In the language
member of Knox Lodge. I.O.OF.. to 11,308, serving as many communi- running during the hot summer pipe steam type, the feature of this
That Barre expects continued
represented only one of the devices of the day they are saying to the
In Champlain's Center
Rockland Encampment and Canton j ties, and now average four for each weather.
growth is evident from the fact that
installation being that the entire
by which the management separated prospective 1937 patrons—
Lafayette, toeing a past captain of the organized County in America and its
We
passed
the
American
customs
new town sites are being opened up
Three ot the most important in auditorium can be heated without
the patrons from their loose cash.
"We'll be seeing you."
last named organization. His passing activities are carried on literally in stallations in any building, partic heating any other portion of the station at Rouse's Point, and headed
To fully appreciate The Granite
brings much sorrow to a wide circle every community in the United States ularly one to be utilized by the public building, and any part of the build- for the ferry which Ed supposed City one must ride out in the direc
of friends.
and nine foreign countries.
as will the Community Building, are ! ing which is to be used can be heated would take us onto Grand Isle. We tion of Orange and look down upon it —forming draperies which no human 300 electoral votes for Gov. Alf. M,
Mr. Clark is survived by his wife,
It is the unanimous opinion of both the heating, plumbing, and electrical. I separately. The entire auditorium hoisted the signal in accordance with from an elevation. There it nestles— artist could reproduce and which the Landon. He gave three reasons; Lan
who was formerly Miss Helen Smith; National and Department officers that Careful thought and planning have can be cut off by merely turning one the sign, but no ferryboat appeared a city which has excellent stores and most gifted pen could not describe. don's continued popularity as reflect
ed by the Literary Digest poll; "to
two daughters. Mrs. Elton Merrifield 1937 will register the largest mem been given to these three items, so valve, resulting in a great saving of from the opposite shore and back attractive residences, a setting that
The Sun Breaks Through
ward Landon" movement by a largo
of Kezar Falls, and Mrs. William I. bership the American Legion has ever that the completed building will be fuel,
we went through the two customs' any city of that size might well envy.
Yesterday the skies had been sullen
Vinal of Thomaston; a sister, Mrs. reached. *
stations, finally straightening out the High cliffs rise on either side of thc and sodden, with rains, but even while bloc of Democrats; an upswing in
in accord with all modem installacampaign contributions resulting from
Fannie Bickmore; and a half-brother,
Through the courtesy of Col. Wil tions, and the equipment of a modern
The auditorium and bowling alley red tape and crossing a toll bridge new cement highway.
we waited for breakfast to be served,
Landon's
midwestern tour just com
Ephraim Lamb.
area are heated by means of indirect which gained us access to Grand Isle
liam J. Campbell, Sanford, a new building.
I had my first glimpse of a flood enough blue appeared for patching
radiation, blown over coils toy fans and the 47-mile ride which will al control project at the East Barre the Dutchman’s trousers, and finally pleted.
Stinson cabin monoplane and pilot
••••
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
All electrical wiring is being run and distributed through these p?rts ways remain vividly in our memory. Dam. where a sign read: "Construct the sun had chased away almost the
has been generously loaned the DeNotice ls hereby given that the Board.
.
.
Gov.
Landon
and his Democratic
of Registration will be in session at thelr partment officers for their Aerial in rigid conduit, which is considered of the building. The balance of the The welcoming arch was a beautiful ed by the Civilian Conservation Corps last remaining shadow. The only
supporter for the President, former
rooms. Spring street, for the purpose of ■ Rniind-nn
the
best,
and
nearest
fireproof
that
basement
is
heated
by
ceiling
rad

rainbow.
under the technical supervision of sounds disturbing the Sunday morning Governor Alfred E. Smith of New
revising and correcting the voting lists ’ n,uu“u Fof the city The sessions will be held ;
Col. William E. Southard. Bangor. can be obtained. The underground iators of ample capacity, and all
Grand Isle is a little kingdom in its the Corps of Engineers, United calm ln that peaceful Vermont set
Oct 23. 24. 26. 27. 28 29, 30, 31 and Nov. 2 _
.
, _
,
.....
York, will meet personaUy for the
from 9 a. m.. to l p. m., and from Department Commander, Herbert A. service cable is 500.000 C. M. cable. other portions of the building are own rj?ht, having chain stores, post- States Army in co-operation with the ting were made by a rivulet running
flrst
time Oct. 28, soon after Landon's
9 P m stantiardITimed teUe’iart "three 1 FoLsom> Department Aviation dhair-j and is designed to provide for any heated by the latest type Corto wall OffiCes cottages. residences, and, of State of Vermont, 1933-35."
noisily to the sea. or the lusty crow arrival In New York. Gov. Landon
days ol said session are for the purpose i man, Hector G. Staples, Rockland, extra load that may be placed upon radiators. Care has been exercised course the inevitable tourist camps.
To the novice it looked a rather ing of a rooster who does not differ will bring the New York State cam
rlde was g most
one complicated arrangement, the ex
Snd'closeup6ihe reVordVof Ue^sMrtr m Department Membership Chairman, it, at any time. This extra load in designing the heating system, so
entiate between the Sabbath and paign to a climax with a speech in
?rom«ld\l’too^s;?ddd.A° Th:t2£rt!and Norman Webb'
°®cial might consist of lighting for booths that all heating mains are of ample, because of the many angles from amination of which would have taken the weekday.
Madison Square Garden Oct. 29.
will also be ln session all day election | photographer, will board the plane at in case of food shows, flood lighting but not excessive size, and all radia which one can view that body of more time than we had at our dis
• • • •
We partook of a typical Vermont
day.
1
systems
that
might
be
desired,
or
tors
have
a
"wet
return
”
to
the
- By order of- the
Board of- Registration. • the Augusta Airport.
water which is next largest to the posal. but I have since talked with breakfast, but why mention anything
John
W.
Davis,
Presidential nomi
JOHN E DOHERTY, Chairman
The plane will leave Augusta at 9 elaborate eleotrical decorations or boiler, in order to assure a maximum Great Lakes. It was late afternoon, Earle Conant of Burlington who in beyond those griddle cakes which nee of the Democratic party in 1934,
126-127 !
a. m. and will reach Rockland at appliances that might be used. A efficiency.
the sun was well on its way to the forms me that it is all very simple. swam beneath syrup which could wiU enter the campaign against Presi
All plumbing and heating work will
11.20, via Bar Harbor. A 10-minute master switch with magnetic contact
western horizon, lending its most Mebbe so. I shall be much inter have come only from Vermont dent Roosevelt and the New Deal in
is
located
in
a
locked
cabinet
at
the
be carefully tested at completion, and
stop will be made here.
brilliant glow to nature's autumn ested to see how it works out. if tKere maples? We ate in the family dining a nationwide broadcast tonight. He
By a Department letter sent to all front of the building. This cabinet will be inspected and approved for plumage.
is another such flood as we had last room and from the walls gazed down will speak from 1080 to 11 p. m. over
Department executives and Post com controls the lighting system for the conformity to all local rules, regula
Grand Isle is connected with the spring, which, God forbid!
the serene features of cx-President the red network of the National
manders instructions reference to the entire building, and is so arranged tions. and codes.
NO MORE HARD
mainland at Colchester by a sand
Calvin
Coolidge. The landlady Mrs. Broadcasting Company. Thus, of the
A
Five-Mile
Detour
that when this switch is thrown, any
It has been the intention at all
WORK MONDAYS handling of every available paid-up lights which may have been left times, to install through every por bar one and one-quarter miles long
Nellie Johnson, was a staunch Re three living men—other than Presi
membership card for 1937 has been
The little town of Orange has a
Jwf rouiz back
having a cement surface.
publican, and who isn't in Vermont? dent Roosevelt—who have sought the
arranged so that all cards will be burning in any part of the building, tion of this building, the best and
Civil War memorial done ln granite, She will have to wait until the night Presidency under the Democratic
soAxcto^euB
are
automatically
extinguished
by
most
modem
equipment,
keeping
in
Away Went the Alarm Clock
turned over to the Department officers
and the town did its full share toward
of Nov. 3 for the answer to her fer party, two—Mr. Davis and Alfred E.
CLEANSCS THOROUGHLY
at each point of contact without delay. the watchman, before he leaves the mind also, the necessity of low opera
Night was coming on apace and wc the protection of the Union, if one is vently expressed hope that Alf Lan Smith—are opposing its return to
premises.
tion
costs.
Legionnaires with their Drum Corps
cut across lots to Vermont's Capital. to judge from the scores of names don will win.
power this year. The third candidate,
and Bands will be on hand at the time
Montpelier, which I had visited once engraved on the bronze tablet.
James M Cox, of Ohio, will support
And
at
this
point
ends
my
fourth
of arrival of the plane to greet the ceremonies present their District's
'.CAPT. L. W. COOMBS previously with Bob Webster. Just Crows, we note, as we ride along, Installment.
the New Deal.
Department officers and with brief contribution to what promises to be
• • • •
outside of the city we stopped for are about the only feathered creatures
(Continued
ln
Thursday
’
s
Issue)
the largest and most successful Aerial Master of Ill Fated Steamer
Gov. Landon announced Saturday
supper at a wayside establishment now to be seen along the highways.
Round-Up of membership cards ever
that he would carry his fight for the
Castine Dies At His Bel which was called White Ledges, Sil The omnipresent seagulls have ap
held in the Department of Maine.
AS EDITORS SEE IT
FLORIDA
Presidency to California, hitherto
ver Ledges or some similar name, parently decided to let the blacks
On arrival at Waterville, all mem
fast Home !
classed as Roosevelt territory. His
which I have forgotten because I have it.
MIAMI’S
bership cards collected will be pre
We reached the town of Topsham, Liberty Magazine Poll Alto final grand tour wiU take him to Los
neglected
to
Jot
it
down.
The
late
Capt. Leighton W. Coombs. 73,
sented to Department Adjutant James
gether In Favor of Roose •Angeles, then across the continent, io
supper was a very good one, and be namesake of the Maine town which
L. Boyle for official recording.
commander of the steamer Castine
New York, and finally back to To
was
about
to
hold
its
big
fair,
and
velt
tween courses I heard over the radio
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way.
when she was wrecked off Vinalhaven the results of the Saturday football find that five miles of highway were
peka. The dates for the Republican
An enjoyable view from oar spacious ground-floor porches,
Franklin D. Roosevelt will be re Presidential nominee's major speeches
INSTANTLY KILLED
last .year, with the resulting loss of games.
under construction. But for our un
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
elected to the Presidency, if the votes were announced as follows: Los An
four lives, died Saturday at tis home A tourists’ home on one of the prin comfortable experience in the Prov
Three Year Old Daughter of in Belfast. He had been in failing cipal Montpelier streets provided an ince of Quebec in the previous are cast in accordance with results geles, Oct. 20; Indianapolis, Oct. 24:
HOTEL
day it would have seemed pretty of the third annual political poll Philadelphia. Oct. 26; Pittsburgh. Oct.
Booklet
June to
Byron Small Runs In Front health ever since the disaster, being excellent opportunity for rest. Aris tough going, but somehow we nego taken among 5,145 newspaper editors 27; New York, Oct. 29; and St. Louis,
October
on
for a time a patient in a Portland ing early in the morining for the pur
by Liberty Magazine.
of Auto
Oct. 31.
Application
hospital.
pose of shaving I tiptoed about with tiated the detours and the one-way
Hotel
• • • •
Liberty asked each editor who he
Maselynn
great care not to disturb the Sunday places and found time to exclaim at
Capt.
Coombs
was
a
native
of
North
The life of Jennie E. Small, young
The fourth tabulation of the Farm
thought would be elected President.
Stamford
the
beauty
of
the
scenery.
They
are
Islesboro, son of Captain Watson and morning sleepers, and was congratu
Corner Second Street
DeL Co.
H. II. Mase
daughter of Byron B. Small of Pales Lucy Marshall Perkins, and the lating myself that I was doing a gooa evidently working on the job in a About 400 editors turned this ques Journal's presidential straw ballot,
N. Y.
and First Avenue
Manager
street, was snuffed out almost with greater part of his life had been stunt when suddenly an alarm clock big way, as we saw 13 tractors in one tion down, leaving some 4,600 lined made public Sunday, shows Landon
up thus:
leading in 18 of the 30 States in which
Moderate Rates
out warning Sunday afternoon when passed there. From 1903 to 1922 he went off in one of the adjoining lot, and passed much other modern
Franklin D. Roosevelt ............. 2,875 the poll was taken, with virtually no
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
machinery.
the child ran across Camden street was a resident of Castine and he went rooms. Not once, but three times,
Alfred M. Landon .................... 1,814 change from the previous tabulation.
directly in front of a car driven by to Belfast to make his home 14 years and if there was anybody left sleep
A Mountainside Breakfast
William Lemke ..........................
is Landon's 18 States would give him
ago. He began to go to sea when he ing in that establishment his sleeping
William Anderson.
o 263 electoral votes against 149 in the
In Groton we saw pumpkins adver Norman Thomas ......................
was 14, and at the age of 21 was cap qualities must have been much better
The little girl sustained a broken
12 States in which President Roose
Earl
Browder
............................
o
tised for sale—10 cents each, three
tain. For a long time he was associ than mine.
velt is leading. In Maine, according
neck and was dead before Knox Hos
for 25. I don't know whether that ls The editors predicted as follows:
ated with his brother, Augustus Perry
pital could be reached. She would
Giving Montpelier Once Over
1— Mr. Roosevelt will receive a to the tabulation, 1189 votes were cast
high or low, but the farm which we
Coombs, in operating the steamer
have been four years old had she
minimum of 269 electoral votes— for Governor Landon, and 437 for th®
We
had
made
a
window-shopping
had
recently
passed
must
be
a
gold
Goldenrod on the so-called harbor
lived until Dec. 14.
three more than he needs to win, and President.
tour of Montpelier Saturday night mine if the owner could dispose of
line.
a number that may be increased by
Mr. Small, who has several other
Surviving are his wife. Mrs. Calista and the business section seemed so his thousands of pie-makers at that
Roosevelt victories ln any one of four YOUR FAVORITE POEM
children, lost his wife not long ago.
Coombs; a daughter, Mrs. Hayward much larger than Rockland’s that I rate.
doubtful states.
Mr.
Anderson
was
coming
down
LIME ROCK RAILROAD COMPANY hereby
A. Potter of Winterport; two brothers, was surprised to learn that Its popu
And for the conclusion of this in
If I had my life to Uve again I would
2— The Democrats will win 266 have
Camden street at a low rate of speed,
made a rule to read some poetry
Capt. Augustus and Frederick W.. and lation was less. Montpelier has three stallment I must tell you how we
gives notice that on October 6, 1936, it filed with
and
listen to some music at least one®
seats
In
the
House
of
Representa

with his invalid wife, his eyes intent
a week. The loss ol these tastes la a
a sister. Mrs. Charles Dearborn.
business streets but it is a very com breakfasted that Sunday morning at
the Interstate Commerce Commission at Washing
tives to 159 for Republicans, 7 for the loss ot happiness. —Charles Darwin.
upon a car on his right hand, where
Funeral services were conducted at pact city, covering a much smaller the Mountain View House in Groton,
ton, D. C., its application for a certificate of public
Progressives, and 3 for the Farmeranother child was standing.
the home this forenoon, Rev. William 8r®»—the business zone at least— Vt. This resort is located on Route
ETl'DE RF.ALISTE
La borites.
County Attorney J. C. Burrows Vaughn officiating.
convenience and necessity permitting abandonment
A baby's hands, like rosebuds furld.
than Rockland. There was a con 302 half way up the side of a good
3— The Democrats will win 20 of
Whence yet no leaf expands.
stated yesterday that Anderson was
of the portion of its line extending from connection
sequent congestion of automobiles, ^ized hill. Sitting in comfortable the fall's 36 senatorial elections— Ope If you touch, though close upcurl d,
blameless, according to all reports,
A baby's hands.
with the track of the Maine Central Railroad Com
OPEN UNTIL NOVEMBER 1ST
and Ed Had to do some skillful man rockers on the sun-lit verandah we giving them 67 seats in the Senate to
and that no action would be brought
“RUTH’S”
euvering before the mud-spattered looked across a peaceful valley toward 27 for the Republicans and 1 each for Then, even as warriors grip thelr brands
pany to Tillson Wharf and Crockett’s Point, approxi
When battle's bolt ls hurl'd.
against him.
Ruth Barter, Prop.
Chevy was given a berth.
one of the Green Mountains whose the Progressive and Farmer-Labor They close, clench'd hard like tighten
mately 1.53 miles, all in Rockland, Knox County,
ing bands.
HOT LOBSTER STEW, SALADS
I noticed that the office of the Re name we did not learn. Green, now, parties.
Maine.
AND SANDWICHES, PASTRY
No
rosebuds
yet by dawn Impearld
publican State Committee was only- in name only, for the foliage of the
• • • •
Match, even ln loveliest lands.
LIME ROCK RAILROAD COMPANY.
Tel. 8035
Tenant’s Harbor, Me. one door removed from the Post- hardwood trees had turned to vari
Tlie
sweetest
flowers ln all the world—
John D. M. Hamilton, Republican
123T129
A baby's hands.
118-129 office, and the members of it are ous shades of yellow, orange and red national chairman, predicted Sunday
•—Algernon Charles Swinburne,

OTE’S
MAGIC
WATER

Ideal Resort Hotel

GRALYNN

NOTICE

In answer to the keen public inAll electrical work Is arranged ln |
terest manifested in the project each 1 convenient circuits, which are con-

(By The Roving Reporter—Fourth Installment)
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Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
night at 7.30.

MORSE MADE GOOD START

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

4RE NUNN-BUSH SHOES
TOO GOOD?

Eddie Parker has resumed his du
This Is love, that we walk after his
ties at the barber shop, corner of
commandments. —U John. 6.
South Main and Pleasant street with
Chester Hunt.

Many of our customers actually tell us
so . . . But the way they come back

The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday in I
the class room at the corner of Main 1
and Summer streets. Subject of pro
gram is "White Ribboners Equip
ment.*’
FOR PRESIDENT

ALF M. LANDON
ot Kansas

again and again for additional pairs is
proof that it pays to sell a definitely
superior product.................................

John Gordon, formerly of Port
Clyde returned home last night from
Colorado Springs, and goes today to
Vinalhaven where he will reside with
his son, William Gordon.

Nunn-Bush

-/In/zb faihicnacL

For Vice President

FRANK KNOX
of Illinois

TALK OF THE TOWN

Every-Other-Day

Donald Karl of the Postoffice staff
reports some wonderful seas and surf
at Pemaquid. Mr. and Mrs. Karl and
son Richard were among the Rock
land sightseers who took in the event.

All the way from Illinois came
Postmaster Edward C. Moran. Sr.,
Sumner Perry's new hunting dog over
has so far recovered from his recent
which he shot a 22-pound raccoon
surgical operation that he has re
yesterday. The mighty hunter ex
turned home.
hibited his prey with justifiable pride.

3 P0INT LEADERSHIP

But It Was Rockland Which Did the Smiling
When the Game Was Over
Blue and White jerseys, worn by If wearing seven-league boots. Rock
thc husky lootball players of Morse land failed to convert so the score
High School, fitted into a stirring stood 6-all.
Rockland High scored, again in the
picture at Community Park yesterday
afternoon while the Bath players third quarter on a 40 yard forward,
were surging toward Rocklands goal East to Murgita. and for a third time
in the first period. They moved so during the game there was no con
fast that they almost made a blur. version.
No scoring in the last Quarter, but
For the remainder of the game the
motion of the Bath sweatees was not Rockland had the better of the fray, 1
quite so pronounced—in fact they and its goal was never threatened.
For Morse High Thayer and Sarkis
sometimes had the appearance of
what photographers denominate as made a strong passing combination,
and threatened continually. Sarkis'
-stills."
Tire suddenness with which the made good gains and Hamblet was
aspect of this game changed can be 1 another strong factor in the backlikened to April weather Morse had field. Greenblatt. Dunton and Hol
plowed down the field for an early brook excelled in the line.
Rockland High showed some im
touchdown, and did it with such an
absence of fuss that leaden hearts provement in blocking over the previ
throbbed in the bosoms of the Rock ous week, but Coach Matheson made
it plain this morning that he is not |
land spectators.
Nobody can exactly tell what the yet quite satisfied with that depart
turning point was, but the next two ment. Rawley is credited with a
periods saw the Blue and White | wonderful job of defensive work in;
effaced by the Orange and Black, the first period. Skinner's running
and in such a decisive manner that t and East's passing also deserve
it banished the sting of some de- ■ special mentiofi.
The score:
feats which Rockland has sustained
Rockland—Murgita, Duff, le; Black.
at Bath's hands in former years. It
was in short one of the happiest | Dorgan. Morgan, It; Cuccinello. Duff,
afternoons Rockland has experienced lg; LaCrosse, c; Anderson, Peters, rg;
Morgan. Dorgan, rt; Hanley, Raye,
tn a long time.
Considerable animosity developed re; East, qb; Karl. Glover. Skinner,
at some stages of the game but the j lhb; Hanley, Skinner, rhb; Rawley.
incipient scrans were bloodless, and fb.
Morse—Holbrook, Gallant. Curran,
Matchmaker Oliver Hamlin who
watched the frays from his position re; Farlback. Holmes, rt; McFadden, ;
at the sound machine concluded not King, rg; Dunton, c; Wakefield, lg; j
to sign up any of the potential "white i Greenblatt, It; Grace, Nickerson.
hopes." Threatened warfare was Thayer, le; Nickerson, Thayer, qb; [
soon dissipated, and it is a safe bet Sparks. Curran rhb; Chaney, lhb; I
that five minutes alter the game the Hamblet. fb.
rival lightweights and heavyweights Rockland
____ 12 0 6 0—18
Morse
..................... 6 0 0 0—6
were swapping “cigs."
Touchdowns: Holbrook. Murgita 2.
In the first quarter Rockland re
ceived but was unable to gain ground, Skinner. Referee: Wotton. Umpire
and kicked. Morse began a parade to- [ Shanahan. Head linesman Dailey.
ward the Rockland goal, and was
within one yard of its distination I
NORTHHAVEN
when held for downs. Rockland
Gloria Temple, Pythian Sisters, will
kicked out of danger, but from her
hold
its annual inspection Wednesday 1
own 40-yard line the Bath boys be
gan another drive through the Rock night with Past Grand Chief Marie
land defense and scored on a 25-yard Simpson of Boothbay Harbor as dis
forward pass. Thayer to Holbrook. trict deputy: Members are urged to
Morse failed to convert, but the attend.
visitors were happy in the belief that
they had found the key which
would unlock the door to victory.
Rockiand again received and now
Its offense began to function, with
Skinner doing most of the work with
gains around the end and off tackle.
He finally scored Rocklands first
touchdown by running 60 yards after
receiving the kick. It was a beauti
ful piece of work, from the standpoint
of the Rockland fans, and the Morse
Rockland
Rankin St.,
players got a glimpse of tt as Skin
120Ttf
ner scurried around their left end as

Hebron Academy defeated M. C. I.
Golden Rod Chapter O.E.S. meets
6 to 0 at Pittsfield Saturday. Sam
Friday night. Mrs. Catherine St.
Olover played right halfback for
Clair will be chairman of 6 o'clock |
Hebron the entire game.
supper. Mrs. Vivian Kimball, Mrs.
Op. :ts to double bed or twin beds at a touch of the hand
In the haste of getting Saturday's Flora Post, and Mrs. Harold Whitehill
will
have
charge
of
the
entertain

edition to press we forgot to give
credit to the Camden Herald for the ment.
.-Ir Advertised
use of two of the cuts with which
m ESQUIRE
Mrs. Fred Achorn. Col. and Mrs.
the Hosmer's Pond project was illus
$750 foIllOO
trated. The favor was much appre I. Leslie Cross, Oliver Hamlin and
Kenneth
Moran
attended
the
Sons
of
ciated.
Veterans' Department fair in Farm
The Board of Registration will be ington Saturday. Members of the
in session Oct. 23, 24. 26. 27, 28. 29. 30. local chapter were fortunate in re
OPENS TO TWIN BEDS ■ OR. A DOUBLE BED
31, and Nov. 2 from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m.; ceiving many awards, bringing home
3 p. m. to 5 p. m. and from 7 p. m. to with them a luncheon set. cake, clock
9 p. ra. The last three days will be and a box of chocolates.
These beautiful new Studio Couches offer the dis
for verifying the lists. The board will
criminating Heme Maker three special angles.
Members of the Huntley-Hill Post j
also be in session election day. Nov. 3.
V.F.W. and Auxiliary headed by John .
BEAUTY—Newest of the new in style, graceful,
The First Baptist Church of Jef Guistin. department historian attend-:
MRS. CORA E. WILLIAMS
Mrs.
Gertude
Boody
and
Mrs
Belle
with choice of wanted colors.
ferson will have its first annual har ed the department business meeting I
vest home at Willow Grange hall in Belfast Sunday in the home of Frost motored to Lewiston Saturday
Cora E.. widow of Warren G. Wil
UTILITY—Handsome addition to any room for day
Friday, supper being served from the Randall-Collins Post. Those who to attend the meeting of Mt. Olivet
liams.
died
last
Wednesday
at
her
Chapter
O.EB.
The
grand
officers
time use as couch, at night single or
6.30 to 8 p. m. Fancy articles, candy made the trip in addition to the His- '
double beds as desired.
and novelties will be sold. “If yon torian were: Mr. and Mrs Andrew V. were honor guests and did the work home. 62 Warren street.
have never met with us. please come Boynton. Mr. and Mrs. Calvin B of the evening, Mrs. Boody taking her The deceased was born in this city
COMFORT—Deep cushions, full spring construc
and get acquainted,” reads the invi Beal. Mrs. Ralph Cline, Mrs. Elizabeth office as Grand Ruth.
Jan. 5, 1853. daughter of Capt. George
tion and careful design make for utmost
tation.
Cormier, John Williams, Daniel A.
Funeral services for Carrie Blake W. Gregory, who figured prominently
comfort as bed or couch.
Noonan, Austin P. Brewer and Ralph were held Saturday from 172 North in Rockland affairs several genera
A large addition is nearing comple
A. Colson. After the meeting a buffet j Main street. Rev. Charles A. Marstal
tion to the Stonington Furniture Co.
tions ago. Her mother was Olive
Sturdy, Handsome, Easily Opened
lunch was served.
ler officiating. Bearers were Elbridge
store, 313-326 Main street. This is a
Achorn
Oxton,
Albert
Oxton.
Vesper
Hall,
second story section covering all the
Priced from—
In the next issue of Timken Heat,
Mrs. Williams was a member of the
Interment in
large floor space of two separate ad trade magazine of the Timken-De Sylvester Barrows.
Universalist Church and its mission
ditions on the first floor and will give troit Co., will be a story on McLoon Achorn cemetery.
circle and greatly devoted to the wel
this hustling firm what is undoubted Sales & Service of this city with pic
Funeral services for Miss Annie O. fare of each. She was very dear to
ly to be the largest and finest dis tures of the main sales room and of
Conant were held from Russell all who knew her. and her death
play spaces in Maine.
John H. McLoon and L. B. Cook of Funeral Home yesterday afternoon.
the sales organization. This story is Rev. J. Charles MacDonald officiated marks the passing of one whose flne
Ensign Otis, recorder of the Mu
qualities will be remembered and
nicipal Court, now has a little more based on an order just turned in by Bearers were Frederic Clark, Orrin treasured.
the
McLoons
for
seven
boilers
eight
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Smith, Kelley Crie and Edward R.
definite idea as to what it means to
Funeral services were held Friday
be confronted by those monarchs of burners and six complete heating Veazie. Interment In Achorn ceme afternoon. Rev Dr John Smith Lowe
the forest known as moose. He met outfits. L. H Holman, district man tery.
officiating. Comforting evidences of
two of them the other day when rid ager further says "It is the largest
sympathy were seen in the large num
Don't forget the fair and bazaar at
ing near West Rockport and not be single order we have received from
ber of floral offerings. The bearers
Masonic
Temple
Wednesday
night,
any
New
England
dealer
this
year
"
ing able to speak their language was
were Edward B. Richardson, Capt.
Oct. 28. Grahs. cooked food, fortune
vastly relieved when they parted com
Henry Johnson. W O G. Walker and
telling,
aprons
entertainment,
Jap

The
second
entertainment
in
the
pany with him. and disappeared in
8. Nilo Spear. The interment was in
Rockland Lions' series will be pre anese tea room with lunches, candy,
the woods.
Achorn cemetery.
sented at the Rockland High School hot dogs and last but not least beano.
At a well attended meeting of the auditorium tomorrow night, and those Two beautiful quilts will be on dis
Comrades of the Way Sunday night who missed that splendid opening play. Someone is going to take them 1
NOW 1 EAT
these officers were elected: Chief concert a week ago should not again home. Plan to go and help make
Comrade John. Russell Hewett; Chief get caught napping. The Mordelia the evening a happy one.
Comrade Mary, Eleanor Look; chap Merry Makers will swing through an
Carl Stevens a popular employe of
Cpset Stomach Goes
lain, Kent Glover; pianist, Mary evening of Neapolitan airs. Italian
"N in Jiffy with Bell-ansJ
Havener; watcher at the gate. Stuart and other European Folk Songs, the Central Maine Power Co. has been |
McAlman; keeper of the records. American classics. The great Pietro transferred from the Eastern to the
Eleanor Barnard; guardian of the Mordelia of Boston is assisted by his Western division of the company and
treasury. Virginia Grey; substitutes daughter Flora, who won the All- will move shortly to Lewiston. Mr
at large, Barbara Orff and LeRoy New England Beethoven prize for Stevens is an officer of Aurora Lodge
voice two years ago. Flora plays a F.A.M. and worthy patron of Golden
Brown.
piano-accordion almost as well as Rod Chapter O.ES. Mrs. Stevens is
Residents of Masonic street, Clare her talented father and, for novelty worthy matron and will be missed by
mont street and vicinity rubbed their in the program, gives several humor the many to whom she has endeared
eyes yesterday morning when a flock ous impersonations. Pietro’s famous herself. She will return to as many
of robins, estimated at 100 in piano and accordion novelties, his meetings as is possible and continue
number took possession of trees and daughter's soprano voice and per in her work until the end of the year.
AA
lawns, and began chirping in ap sonality capture and delight everyone. Paul, young son of Mr. and Mrs. Stev
proved spring style. Their presence The audience always has a big part ens is a member of Troop 2, Boy
here is very unusual at this time of in Pietro's programs
Scouts of America, and is a popular
year and it is assumed that they are
Eighth Grader in school. He plays in
enjoying the rare autumn weather
Sherwood Frost has his Christmas the school orchestra and Boys’ Band
before setting out for Miami, or cards ready to show and wishes you and is a member of the school Glee
wherever they go in the South.
would telephone and order a box; 21 Club. The Stevens family has resid
beauties for $1, you wouldn't make ed in the city 13 years coming from
Goldie Ella Mason of 18 Front
Machias. Their many friends regret j
any mistake. Tel. 1181-J—adv.
street was one of nine girls enjoying
their departure but wish them much
I CHANGE OFF ON
a hike cn Dodges Mountain Sunday
success in their new home. Mr. Stev
when her attention was attracted by
ens went Sunday to Lewiston. Mrs.
PIPES, BUT I ALWAYS
a mayflower blossom. The belated
Stevens will join him in about a week.
stranger evidently had the right of
SMOKE P. A. BECAUSE
way. for a careful search by all of
FRED H. KENNEY
the girls failed to reveal any further
I WANT MILDNESS.
trace of arbutus. Miss Mason’s
Fred H. Kenney died Friday, Oct
father, Everett Mason, says he has
AND I GET MILDNESS
at his home on Camden street He
NO-BITE' PROCESS TAKES THE
worked in the woods all over New
was born at Prospect Jan. 10, 1874.
WHEN I SMOKE P. A.
England, and that he has never be
His early life was spent at stone
HARSHNESS OUT AND MAKES
fore seen a mayflower blossom in
work, but later he went to sea for a
October.
A. EASY ON THE TONGUE
few years. In 1907 he came to Rock
/
land and found employment with the
Those who saw the Bowdoin-WilR.T.&C. Street Railway. He re
ms football game at Brunswick SatThat's Mike McCarthy in the center. He knows what’s what in pipe tobacco.
“60 prime pipefuls in every
mained with the corporation until the
day are telling friends about a reTAKE UP THIS
tin, ’’says FtedTheil. (above)
rails
were
removed.
He
was
well
irkable contest played in the
known
and
had
many
friends.
He
I
OFFER,
MEN
idst of a tropical storm, with the
YOU LIKE P. A.—
was a member of the Littlefield Me
nd reaching gale force. So strong
YOU CAN'T LOSE
morial
Baptist
Church,
and
sang
in
the wind at one time that it blew
OR MONEY BACK
their choir He was especially fond
ireral boards from the top row of
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. It you don’t find
of children and they were very kind
sachers. The playing surface did
it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, re
and thoughtful during the last years
t appear to be especially wet, but
turn the pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to us at
of his illness.
■unswick at large was decidedly so
any time within a month from thia date, and we will refund
Mr. Kenney leaves, besides his wife
4 the spectators who were not
full purchase price, plus postage. (Signed) R. J, Reynolds
It takes Good Footwear to keep thc ■ a daughter, Mildred F. Miles of
fely housed in the Hubbard grand•
Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
ind learned what a real storm can feet dry in the fall and winter. j Baker, Oregon, and a son, Frederic V
Call
in
and
see
our
line.
like. Bowdoin won the game 6 to
Jack Warsow
n the last period, thereby furnishenjoys his P. A.
5 an upset. Next Saturday sees
makin’s.
» start of the State series, Bowdoin
A
GOOD
PLACE
TO
BUY
GOOD
lying Colby at Waterville, and
FOOTWEAR
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE
pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
tes playing Maine at Orono. And,
432 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Copyright, 1986
_
lieve it or not, it is going to be a
every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert

GREGORY'S

$27.50 to $59.75

USED CARS

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Bought and Sold

MILLER’S GARAGE

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

DOUGHNUTS

MILLIONS FAVOR THIS TOBACCO SO HIGHLY

ITSC4LL“

that

■/xlfCl1”

NATIONAL JOY SMOKE-

Prince Albert

OUTDOOR
FOOTWEAR
$3.50, $3.95, $7.50
pair

i'

McLain Shoe Store

il series.
I

'

----------------

MAP THE APS

Prince Alber1

K, J. Keyuolda Tobacco Company "

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 21—Mordella Merry Makers In
Lions Course at High School auditorium
Oct. 21—South Warren—Good Will
Orange fair
Oct 22—Annual meeting of KnoxLlncoln Farm Bureau at Camden Opera
House.
Oct 23—Harvest Home at Willow
Grange hall. Jefferson
Oct. 28—Camden—Illustrated lecture
by Dr. Marlon Bradshaw at Congrega
tional parish house.
Oct 26—Rockport—High School Min
strels at Town Hall
Oct. 26—(2 to 8 30)—Educational Club
picnic at Miss Lenore Benner's, 123
, Camden street
Oct 28 Bob Zimmerman, deep-sea
diver ln Lions Course at High School
auditorium.
Oct 28—Navy Day
Oct 28-30 Maine State Teachers’ Con
vention.
Oct 30—Warren—Annual meeting of
Past Matrons and Patrons Association of
District 12
Oct 38—Benefit fair and bazaar at
Masonic Temple
Oct. 30—Booster Night at Penobscot
View Orange
Oct. 30—Nov. 1—State Christian En
deavor Convention ln the First Baptist
Church.
Oct. 31—Halloween.
Oct 31—County Contest of 4-H Clubs
ln Rockland.
Nov. 1—All Saints' Day.
Nov 2—All Souls' Day
Nov 3—National election.
Nov. 4—Thomaston—Annual harvest
6upper of Federated Church.
Nov 5—Meeting of State Department
ot Education In High School auditorium:
Cameron Beck, director of New York
Stock Exchange Institute, speaker
Nov
12-13—Musical comedy
"Ship
Ahoy.” ln High School auditorium,
benefit P T A
Nov
19—Monthly meeting of the
Baptist Men's League
Dec 1—Thomaston—Annual fair of
Federated Church.

Ray Stewart's miniature model cir
cus will be shown at the big bazaar
in Bath the week of Oct. 19.

Kenneth Ogier of Camden was
given a month s jail sentence yester
day for the theft of I beams belong
ing to the town of Camden.

Wednesday Oct. 21-8 P. M.

RRY’S

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

THE MORDEUA MERRY MAKERS

Starting THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22

Re-Opening “j Sale
We have just acquired much needed additional space to better show our various lines oi merchandise and to make
your shopping easier.
Rockland now has one oi the most modern and up to date variety stores in this section oi the country.
In about two weeks we will also have installed a modern reireshment unit to better serve your needs.
Below and in the attached folder are shown some of the values we are now offering. Come in and see our new
store and benefit by the savings you can make.

Musical Merry-Makers

An evening of Real. High Class Entertainment. Solos. Musical Saw,
Piano-Arcoidion, Violin, and many other real special musical num
bers.Flora Mordelia's charming personality and beautiful soprano
voice always a real delight.

DON’T FORGET—OCT. 28—

ROBERT ZIMMERMAN
in a thrilling show

“UP FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA”
Admission at the door: Adults 35c; Children under 12 years. 10:

At tomorrow's meeting of the
Charles H. Berry, A. E. Hunt and
Trails End closed Sunday and a Rockland Lions Club some plain talk the Fireproof Garage sales force goes
goodly number of patrons made it a may be indulged in as the entertain to Boston tomorrow for a dealer
special point to be on hand for the ment series. "Let's call a spade a showing of the 1937 Oldsmobiie.
valedictory of this popular resort.
spade," says Parker E. Worrey, the
Festival chairman.
George W. Palmer was up betimes
Miss Miriam Andrews, director of
this morning and says he felt well re
T
music at Gorham 'Normal School, has
paid by seeing the remarkable sun
THE CARNATION SALE
announced the list of members chosen
rise. Folks who sleep late miss some
for the Men s Glee Club, among them
nice things.
I am in full sympathy with the
being Stanley Gay of this city.
worthy relief fund objective of j
the Carnation Sale to be con- •
Roy Mack, secretary-treasurer of'
Last night's broadcast of the Lit
ducted in this city Saturday. Oct. I
Maine Bottlers' Association, went
24, by the workers of thc United j erary Digest poll showed a total of
Saturday to Chicago as Maine dele-I Spanish War Veterans' Auxiliary
909,294 votes for Roosevelt and 1,177,Leforest A. Thurston.
I 761 for Landon. The semi-final will
gate to the national convention of1
Mayor.
J
American Bottlers of Carbonated
125-126 i be reported Wednesday night.
Beverages, to be gone two weeks.
Carl Davis of Rockjand has bought
the Stevens farm recently known as
the Wlncapaw property. Mr. Davis
plans extensive operations such as
overnight cabins and roadside farm
market in addition to his regular mik
business.
Denizens of Postoffice Square are
very curious concerning the identity
of the bird which has perched atop
the lofty weathervane of the Federal
Building the past two stormy Satur
days and sung defiance to the ele
ments. The bird is described as con
siderably larger than a robin and a
lusty if not altogether musical vo
calist.

O

monial guards.

AMBULANCE SERVICE

■
Russell Funeral Home
TEL 662
• CLAREMONT 8T, ROCKLAND

Morticians
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
____________
119-tf

LADIES'

PRINT DRESSES

ALUMINUM WARE

RAYON TAFFETA SUPS

g(jc each

391

Sizes 14-52

Includes Teakettles, Etc.

FRESH

TCDOR-RING

SUGAR WAFERS
1-2 lb. Cjc

CRYSTAL TUMBLERS
^c each

IVORY ENAMELWARE

50c Value

25*

30
CHILDREN’S SHOES
Repair

SPECIAL

CURTAIN MATERIAL
Cjc and (Jc yard

TOILET PAPER
£c roll

i

LADIES’

FELT SLIPPERS

Made in Maine

25*

SPECIAL

OILCLOTH

FRESH SPICED

Slightly Seconds

JELLY GUM RINGS
1-2 Ib. Ac
a

ASST. CHOCOLATES
1-2 lb. IJc

JJc yard

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

BROADCLOTH
JQc yard

/

PERCALE PRINTS
JQc yard

INDIAN BLANKETS

LADIES’ SPECIAL

RAYON PANTIES

LADIES’ FANCY

HANDKERCHIEFS

10

LADIES’

3*

SPECIAL APRONS

Plans for National Hearing Week,
which will receive nation-wide ob-1
servance from Oct. 25 to 31. were
completed at Thursday's meeting of
the Rockland Society for the Hard of
Hearing. Announcement was made
of the broadcast which will be given
by the American Medical Association
in recognition of the work of the
American Society for the Hard of:
Hearing on Oct 27. at 5 p. m. Mrs.!
Frank Hewett led the lesson. Ar
rangements were made for a bridge
tea to be held in Belfast Friday at
The Old Lantern, of which Mrs. Ann
Haskell, former member of the club,
is hostess.

10
BIG VALUE

BOYS’ SWEATERS

40
SPECIAL

EXTRA SPECIAL
MEN'S CHAMBRAY

COOKIE SALE

STAMPED

WORK SHIRTS

Large Variety

ART GOODS

30

0,k

5C

BORN
CREAMER—At Stickney Corner. Oct 18.
to Mr and Mrs. Elmer Creamer, a son.
Ronald.
HOFFSES—At Waldoboro. Oct 16. to
Mr and Mrs. Carl Hoffses. a son.

MARRIED
McCORRISON-WHITTAKER-At
Rock
land. Oct 14. by J. Charles MacDonald.
Hugh K. McCorrlson and Jennie E. [
Whittaker, both of Appleton.
q
GUSHEE-MESERVEY—At Rockland. Oct
17. by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. Floyd
K Gushee and Elizabeth I Meservey,
both of Appleton.
RIPLEY-PHILBROOK — At Rockland. 1
Oct 18, by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
Fred O. Ripley, of Rockland and
Margery H Philbrook of Owls Head.
CROCKETT-GILLIS—At North Haven.
Oct. 16. by Rev. (Henry F Huse, Parker
E. Crockett and Miss Miriam B. Gillis,
both of North Haven.
AN DERSON-AREY—At Vinalhaven. Oct
17. by Rev. N F. Atwood. Henry '
Anderson and Miss Flavllla Arey. both
of Vinalhaven.

FOLSOM—At Agawam. Mass., Oct. 14.
Edith A
(Speed) widow of John
Edwin Folsom, a native of South
Thomaston, aged 81 years, 5 months,
29 days. Burial ln Manchester. N. H.
STEVENS—At Rockland. Oct. 17. Alice
Effie Stevens, wife of George Stevens,
aged 45 years. Funeral today at 2
o’clock from Burpee's Parlors.
SMALL—At Rockland. Oct 18. Jennie
E Small, daughter of Byron D. Small,
aged 3 years. 10 months. 4 days
Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock from
Burpee's Parlors
WIGGIN—At Portland. Oct 17. Eva
Llvlna Wiggin wife of Oliver H Wiggin.
aged 27 years. 4 months. 17 days.
Burial ln Ash Point.
HOWARD—At Rockland. Oct. 18. Mabel,
wife of Fred Howard, aged 50 years.
7 months. 28 days. Funeral this after
noon at 2 o'clock. Interment Wednes
day ln Hillside cemetery. Eastport.

SPECIAL

0

DIED

BURPEE
FURNITURE
COMPANY

SPECIAL

DISH CLOTHS

98tf

Ambulance Service

LADIES' 80 SQUARE

$1.00 Values

Chief Engineer Russell and three
men made a hurry trip to Ash Point
this morning with Engine 2 and
stopped a lively blaze in the Jack
Snowman house. One end of the
building was badly involved when the
firemen arrived, but fortunately the
high tide made possible a powerful
Nearly 50 High School students I stream of salt-water through 1000
braved Saturday's storm and did their j feet of hose and the damage was con
bit for "Apple Day" netting close to fined to two rooms.
$100 for the Athletic Association.
Katherine Delano. Victoria Anastasio
Commodore J. N (Southard of the
and Tom Pietroski won the .salesman Rockland Yacht Club has received
ship prizes.
notice from the U. S.-Coast and Geo
detic Survey that the new edition "In
Anderson Camp Auxiliary, S.U.V. side Route From New York to Key
will meet Wednesday. In the after West.” is obtainable for 50 cents, from
noon there will be quilt tacking, the E. B. Roberts, Lieutenant of the U. Sregular 6 o'clock supper and the busi Coast and Geodetic Survey. Boston,
ness session ln the evening at which Mass. Included are descriptions and
there will be the nomination and sailing directions for the entire route,
election of officers. A good attend including the New Jersey Inland
Waterway, general information on
ance is desired.
regulations for drawbridge operation,
The Auxiliary to Huntley-Hill Post weather, navigational aids, publica
attended a department meeting at tions, and descriptions of the towns
Belfast Sunday afternoon. It was a and cities.

Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary will conduct
its annual “carnation sale” next Sat
urday, the proceeds to be used for
welfare work during the winter. Mrs.
Laura Ranlett is chairman, assisted
by a committee of girls from the
High School.

Publicity for University of Maine
matters is the definite purpose of R
Coggeshall, who was a caller at The
Courier-Gazette office yesterday. All
of the Maine newspapers are glad to
publish items concerning the insti
tution at Orono, and It is Mr. Coggeshall's aim to furnish that material
in the handiest and most interesting
form.
SUte gathering, lunch being served
by the Post and Auxiliary hosts. At
Miss Clara N. Fogg. State radio tending from the local order were
chairman, Maine D.A.R , has ar Mrs. Lora Boynton, Mrs. Elizabeth
ranged a saries of broadcasts over Cormier. Mrs. Laura Ranlett and
WGSH to begin Monday at 1.15 p. m. Mrs. Cline. Mrs. Ranlett was ap
"Listen, My Children!" a patriotic pointed chairman of the Welfare
sketch, featuring descendants, will be Committee of Maine.
presented by Colonel Dummer Sewall
Chapter. Miss Fogg is a member of
The Rockland Farm Bureau has re
this chapter, and the broadcast is cently moved to new quarters, using
sure to be worthwhile.
for the meetings, etc., the building
formerly used as a chapel, at the
Anderson Camp, Sons of Union
Meadows. Newly renovated and deco
Veterans of the Civil War recently
rated, with drapes made by the mem
elected these officers: Commander,
bers, the new meeting place presents
Basil V. Winchenbaugh; senior vice
an attractive appearance. At a pub
commander, Kenneth P. Moran;
lic supper Friday night the committee
junior vice commander. Oliver Ham
with Mrs. Jonathan Gardner as chair
lin; Camp Council, A. W. Thomas, man, served 120 persons. The next
Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh and regular meeting takes place Nov. 4.
Charles Gould, secretary and treas the subject to be “Home Laundry."
urer, George C. Simmons; Kenneth
P. Moran, Harold A. Thomas, Oliver
Hamlin. George C. Simmons. William
Elliott, John Achorn and M. Winchen
baugh delegates to the SUte encamp
ment.

Thursday night has been designat
ed as Past High Priest Night for
the Royal Arch degree will be con
ferred in full form on a class of can
didates by the Past High Priests of
King Solomon's Temple Chapter, with
Excellent Companion Curtis C. Star
rett acting as High Priest. The other
officers for this night will be: Albert
P. Blaisdell. King; Rodney I. Thomp
son, Scribe; Benjamin S. Whitehouse.
Treasurer; Edward O'B. Gonia. Secre
tary; Leroy A. Chatto, CapUin of
Host; Arthur F. Wisner. Principal
Sojourner; Almon B. Cooper, Royal
ATch Captain; Edward C. Payson,
Master of Third Veil; George T.
Stewart, Master of Second Veil;
Ralph U. Clark. Master of First Veil;
James E. Stevens, Chaplain; Axel E.
Brunberg. Sentinel; James A. Richan,
Leo E. Howard. Dana D. Wright,
George L. St. Clair, William D. Tal
bot. Judson I. Crouse, Robert V. Stev
enson, Charles C. Phillips, Harold L
Rackliffe and Frank A. Maxey, cere
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j- GROCERY
PEAS =
2
SHRIMP
GRAPEFRUIT
COFFEE
CAN

CANS

CAN

FRESH
ROASTED

LB.

■©

. ’

-iz*

Complete With Shade

60
(without bulb)

SPECIALS
RAISINS
PICKLES
WALNUTS
SEEDED

PKGS.

SEEDLESS

DILL

NEW
CROP

FORMOSA TT A
OOLONG *

General Contractor Work Done By E. L. CURTIS, 91 New County Road.
Electrical Work Done By FRANCIS E. HAVENER, 305 Broadway.
Plumbing Work Done By H. M. deROCHEMONT, 106 Pleasant Street.
1 z

BOUDOIR LAMPS

QT.

IB.

I.B.

Every-Other-Day
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FRIENDSHIP

GROSS NECK

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

WALDOBORO

THEATRE

STAR Waldoboro

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

Miss Helen Jones and Stephen A.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met
Jones are visiting in Belmont, Mass,
Wednesday afternoon at the home of
and Portland this week.
Mrs. Lewis with 21 members and
SHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
guests present. The hostess, assisted
Mrs. H. I. Eugley of Hazardville,
by her daughter Edith, served
Conn,, Is guest of relatives and
TUESDAY, OCT. 20
luncheon.
friends in town.
“Let’. Sing Again”
Mrs. Let ha Simmons who spent the
Mrs. A. E. Boggs was among the
summer with her daughter. Mrs. Mel
BOBBY BREEN.
club members who attended the
HENRY ARMETTA recent meeting of the Lincoln County
vin Lawry. has returned to Jamaica
Plain, Mass.
Union in Damariscotta.
THURSDAY. OCT. 22
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver with guests
Mrs. Harold Benner has returned
Mrs. Agnes Winchenpaw and Miss
to Belmont, Mass.
“Earthworm Tractor.”
Eda Lawry. attended the Odd Fellows
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse and
JOE E. BROWN, JUNE TRAVIS
and Rebekah installation Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Stacy Castner were
night in Rockland.
Bar Harbor visitors Sunday.
SATURDAY, OCT. 24
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Pitcher of
The Girl 8couts held a siiver tea
Boston and Mr. and Mrs Fred Pitcher
“Love Before Breakfast”
Friday afternoon at the Public
of Damariscotta visited Thursday at
CAROLE LOMBARD.
Library.
the Forest Lake cottage of Mr, and
PRESTON FOSTER
Miss Olive Russell of the Woman's
Mrs. E. H. Lawry.
Matinee, 2.30 P. M. a
Home and Foreign Missionary So
Mr. and Mrs John Mitchell, ac
ciety, New York will occupy the
companied by Mrs. Clayton Oliver
SPECIAL—S10 riven away each Baptist pulpit Sunday morning.
Stuart Erwin, Florence Rice, Paul Kelly in "Women Are Trouble
and Mrs. Robert Mitchell of Waldo
Saturday night in three Drives
Mrs. John Burgess is a surgical
boro attended inspection of the East
125-126
patient at Knox Hospital.
ern Star Wednesday night in Warren.
The 'Knights of Pythias held a so
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller have re
cial Thursday night at which refreshturned from a motor trip to Vermont,
UNION
| ments were served and a pleasant
Connecticut New Jersey and Penn
Mrs Lydia Calderwood visited Fri sylvania.
evening passed.
Among the friends whom Luther day at the home of Mrs. Eva SayMr. and Mrs. Carl Hoffses are the
Wotton called on in Gorham during ward.
parents of a son born Friday at the
a recent stay was Mrs. Lena Davis
W. J. Bryant went Monday to Wal Little Nursing Home.
KNITTING WOOLS
j who is much improved ln health and nut Hill, Yarmouth, called by the
• • • •
At attractive prices.
Samples free with new
It
appears
as
though
Harriet
Craig
is
carrying
on
with
a man.
Yes
—
able
to
sit
up
for
short
periods,
serious
illness
of
hls
only
brother
Honor
To
Veteran Se outer
fall hints. Visit our shop
—open daily.
that's exactly what she's doing, but the man is her husband. A most interMrs. Nellie Wallace of South Wal Oliver Bryant.
The
Bangor
Daily
Commercial of
THOMAS HODGSON
esting character, this Mrs. Craig—vou 11 find that out when you ser Colum- doboro was a business caller in town
Mrs. Aylward and son of Rockland Oct. 14 had an Interesting column
A SONS, Inc.
Concord Worsted Mills bia's picturization of George Kelly's Pulitzer Prize play, “Craig's Wife." The this week.
called Thursday on Mrs. Lulie Ufford, concerning E. Merle Hildreth, form
CONCORD, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller and
109-126 title role is played by Rosalind Russell, and John Boies is Craig.—adv.
Several from here attended Pomona er principal in the Junior High
Cornelius Morse of Thomaston, acat St. George Saturday and not School. Speaking of him as a veteran
| companied by Mrs. Gertrude Oliver
withstanding the heavy downpour Scouter. it told of his appointment
' of this place and Mrs. Ella Wallace
TBJBJZJZJzrefarajzjgfgjzfZfZJBrafzizizraizrafajHrajzjzjajgraragjzjzrararajgmBJzrarafi
as field scout executive in the BSA.
they report a pleasant gathering.
of South Waldoboro, motored Tues-'
Council. Under the new districtThe
road
and
bridge
crew
have
day to Waterville where they called
system. Field Executive Hildreth's
on Mrs Arthur Ward, and in Au completed their work here. The worjc will be in the Washington.
roads
are
something
to
be
proud
of
gusta on Clarence Miller who is a
Hancock and Waldo areas coordinatand the bridge too is a praiseworthy
patient at the hospital there.
lr>g these sections more closely with
project.
Mrs. John Sampson and daughter
the Council Headquarters.
Donald McEdwards has bought the
Margaret of Bath were recent guests
Mr. Hildreth is a graduate of Old
of Mrs. Albion Wotton. Mrs. Came Elias Burkett farm. Arthur Farris Town High School and received hls
Sampson who Las been visiting her who has been living there has bought bachelor degree from the U. of M. in
the Round Pond schoolhouse, and will 1934, having won memberships in
sister, returned home with them.
Mr and Mrs. Myron Mank and make It into a residence
Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psycho
daughter Lucille of Rockland, were
George Besse. Kenneth Besse and logical society and Kappa Phi Kappa,
^MATIQNvisitors Sunday at the home of Mrs. Carl Powell have returned from honorary educational society. He is
Mank's aunt, Mrs. Daisy Simmons, j Aroostook County where they have also a member of the Phi Eta Kappa
Mrs. E H. LawTy and daughter Eda \ been engaged in picking potatoes.
social fraternity. He has been a
Mr. ad Mrs. Merle Robbins went teacher in Washburn High School
motored recently to Damariscotta for
Thursday to Winterport where they and successively scout, scouter. as
a visit with relatives.
Shirley Deane. June Carison. Jed Prouty, Kenneth Howell and George
Rev. Lester Spencer of LaFayette have employment.
sistant scoutmaster and scoutmaster, Ernest in a scene from the new Jones Family hit, “Back To Nature," Twenti
Mr. and Mrs. George Besse are oc holding the coveted Stiver Palm for eth Century-Fox picture. Dad. as usual, is in the middle!—adv.
R. I., was in this vicinity recently and
called on former parishioners. He cupying’ the John Storer house.
extra merit badges, having won a I
Mrs. J. C. Simmons, who has been total of 45 of these specialized
was dinner guest of Mr. and Mre. Al
caring for her daughter. Mrs. Robert awards. He is a graduate of the
bion Wotton.
Members of the local K. of P Esancy and daughter. Joan, returned Boy Scout National Training School
You’ll find real values here .
at Mendham. N. J.
Lodge motored last Monday to Dam- home yesterday.
ariscotta where lodge work was con-1 The home of Mrs. Charles Esancy
For seven years he has been at
at your Nation-Wide Store. Enjoy
ducted, supper served and fraterna. was the scene of a happj’ gathering Camp 'Roosevelt, summer rendezvous
A 9 io II 12 13 ir
4 S
7
1 2
enjoyment provided.
Monday, the occasion being the birth- of Katahdin Council Scouts and
Scouters
as
counselor,
and
so
it
is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Davis
and
day
anniversary
of
Mrs.
Esancy's
shopping where you can be sure of
s • lb
i5
family dined Sunday with Mr. Davis daughter, Mrs Selma Hanson of with ample qualifications as both
mother. Mrs. Allie Russell.
Washington. At the chicken supper. scout and educator that -Mr. Hildreth
20
l9
n
b
1
Sb
dependable foods at right prices
Rev. Samuel Clark. Mr. and Mrs. two birthday cakes adorned the table. enters upon hts new work under
Albion Wotton, son Luther and Mre J Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Carl Katahdin Council s auspices. (His
24
2i
23
21
May Stanley were in Portland last Sukeforth and daughters Eleanor and many friends here are wishing him
zd
NATIONWIDE—PREPARED
29 So
15
2b 27
weekend to attend the Adventist State Annie of Washington. Miss Madeline all success.
MUSTARD
.
Sukeforth. Martin Layr. Mr. Hanson.,
conference.
il
3l
32
34
Alcohol. 60c a gallon at Sheldon's
Mrs. Scott Carter and Mrs. Allie son Robert, and Mr. and Mrs. Esancy
Installation of Bethel Rebekah Esso Station. Route 1. Warren.
Russell were recent Waldoboro
NATION-WIDE
3b
b JO
35
126-128
lodge was held Monday night. Mrs.
visitors.
MACARONI SPAGHETTI
Annie Pease as DD.P.. Helen Gushee
40
B. & M.
marshal. Inez Arrington. DD.S.. and
EAST FRIENDSHIP
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mb 47 48
MM
45
41 Ml ■ft
Mrs. Hattie Burns, who is in ailing D.F.S., Edith Ourney, D.T., Evelyn
RED CROSS—FANCY SOLID PACK
OVEN BAKED
health,
is being cared for by Miss Pitman, D.C., and Helen Paul. D IG.,
TOMATOES . c°n!
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harlan
’
Bragdon
and
-CAN
50 51
52
49
all of Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge In Mr. and Mrs James Davis have been
Carrie Wallace of Cushing.
W
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Burns and chil stalled these officers: Noble Grand. touring the White Mountains.
TALL
5b
55
53
L
CANS
dren enjoyed a two days' motor trip Bessie Carroll; RB. Clemmie RobGOLD FLAKE
Miss Evelyn Morris, her mother,
w
1 L8
to Northern Maine recently.
| bins; F. 8., Linda Davis; treasurer. Mrs. Fannie Morris, and Clayton
J
54
57
58
PEANUT BUTTER
JAR
Mrs. C. N Lewis who was a patient Nina Fuller; appointed officers, war- Hunnewell made a recent visit to Mr
J
bl
bi
bl
b4
at Knox Hospital for two weeks nas den, Lilia Morton; conductor. Sadie Hunnewell's home in Caratunk.
MORE EAS'LY DIGESTED
Cunningham; RSN.G.. Ada Mer
returned home.
swe ' MORE fLAVQRYUL '
Marion Wallace has employment at
b$
tt
b7
HIGHLY NUTRITIOUS '
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Orne of Pleas riam; LSJ4.G., Grace Williams; mu Ruth Barter s.
ant Point were here Wednesday to sician. Addie Mitchell; O. O , Alex
I PKGS
• • • •
70
71
<
attend the funeral services for ander Fuller; I. G.. Maxine Heath. A
A Seaman's Adventure
program
of
music
and
readings
was
Charles
Poland.
FRANCO-AMERICAN
RASPBERRY RIPPLES
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont)
Capt. Orrte Holbrook, who recently
Mr. and Mrs. George Vannah of enjoyed also remarks by visiting
«. , Otv co*fHD wfTt,
nuts
*/«t/J O'
13- Reverberatlng
1-Hopelessness
54-Snares
left
the
Harbor
bound
Jor
Vinalhaven
members
after
which
refreshments
Somervlle, Mass., have been visitors
8-Those to whom
56- Cause to adhere
14- Prophetess
with 700 pounds of fish, met misfor
were served.
at the A- O- Jameson home.
property is balled 57- A thoroughfare
23-The sheltered tide
KELLOGG'S
(abbr.)
15-Subject to
26- Man's name
The officers of Union Lodge. I. O. tune at the half-way mark when a
A. A Orne has employment at the
CANS
58- Givet more depth to 27- Compriting the
assessment
ALL-BRAN .
.
.
.
PKG
Littlefield cottage at Pleasant Point. O. F , were installed Saturday by D. stalled engine refused to restart.
60- A weight ayatem
alphabet
16- Perfume
Mrs. Roy Vose of Teel's Island is D. G. M., Clarence Benner of Wal Capt. Holbrook, with the philosophy
29- Strlking out, ae ■
17- Period of time
(abbr.)
18- Part of the mouth 61- Large caak
1 spending a few days at Frank Miller’s. doboro. with a start of grand officers. of a born seaman, anchored for the
vowel
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE
19- Definite article
63- Curious scraps of
30- Moved rapidly
Mrs. Annie Davis is employed at the The newly elected noble grand is night, thinking that in the morning
SPAGHETTI meatVaus ! CANS
20- Pronoun
literature
32-Wants
Black & Gay factory in Thomaston. Henry Lenfest; vice grand, Burleigh fishing boats would surely see him and
64- Rill (Simp, spell.)
21- Stannum (abbr.)
34-Self esteem
Mrs. Harold Smith and daughter Esancy; recording secretary, A. E. give him a lift.
65- Suffix tame as id
22- Sooner
36-Wlld (Scot.)
When daylight appeared a stiff gale
24- Conjunction
38-Woodland sprite
66- Performed
Caroline of North Cushing were Ames; financial secretary, R. S.
A K O BRAND
68-Bellef
25- Fasten
41- Deprives of food
6>/z
guests Wednesday at the home of W. Williams; treasurer, Frank Lenfest; was blowing. Rain and fog increased
28- Judges
70- City thoroughfares 42- Anythlng that hangs
CRAB MEAT .
.
.
CAN
HERSHEY’S
W. Havener.
warden, R. Bliss Fuller; conductor his plight, and to make a bad matter
29- Large lake
43- Dine
71- Mends
31-Prussian city
F. D. Malcolm of Hallowell was In John Cunningham; R.S N G., Alexan worse he had l06t both his small and
44- Reads again
BAKING
33- Look
VERTICAL
45- Ruler of an empire
town recently in the interests of State der Fuller; LS.N.G.. U. S. Wlnca- large anchors. The drifting boat was
NATION-WIDE
34- Plots
46- Valentine (abbr.)
nearly on the rocks at Vinalhaven
aid work.
paw; inside guardian, H. S. Hills.
35- Gold coin of ancient 1-Gown»
47- Republic in South
■rjs.sr: pkgs
Walter Anderson is building a pri
These officers of Mt. Horeb En when the wind changed and carried
Greece (pi.)
2- Eager
America
l/z LB
3- Stamp ' (abbr.)
37-Jumps
4S-American statesman
CAKES
vate road from the State highway to campment were installed by D. D. it m a different direction.
39- Golf mound
4- Father
51-Lick up
The Coast Guard was notified but
his house
G. P. Walter Clifford of Belfast, with
40- Assist
5- Capable
54- Dogma
Charles Poland, whose death oc- a staff of grand officers: C P„ U. S. efforts from this source were in vain,
41- One who goes
55- Shore-bird
6- Poem by Homer
swiftly
58- Tropical fruit
! curred after a few hours' illness, had Wincapaw; H.P., Lawrence I. Morton; their men being unable to locate the
7- Restrain 1
color:
45-A salad herb
8- ln good season
59- Slide
been in ill health for a year previous. 8. W„ Henry Lenfest; recording distressed mariner. The lighthouse
: ttolidayA 'fil.’illidGi+i and
62-Sailor
49- Lacerates
9- Residue of fire
Mr. Poland, in company with Ralph scribe. W. A. Bessey; financial keeper's boys, spying over the waters,
50- A shade-tree
65-Three
10- River in Bohemia
7o decc/tate desserts- 1
Starrett, had recently bought the scribe. A. E Ames; Junior W„ Edwin sighted a craft between Two Bush and
11-The (Fr.)
67—Civil engineer(abbr.)
52- Perform
CAKES-ICE CREAM -jelly53- An insect (pi.)
12- A naval title (abbr.) 69-A continent (abbr.)
property formerly owned by John Gay Gammon; treasurer, W. L. Merriam; Vinalhaven; assuming it might be the
and with his family had moved there 1st Watch, John Cunningham; 2d Holbrook boat, they speedily went to
(Solution to previous puzzle/
STRONGHEART
from the Harbor about two weeks ago. Watch, Alexander Fuller; 3d Watch. the rescue and towed the captain to
DOG FOOD .
CANS
He Intended to engage in farming. Frank Lenfest; guide. O. 6. Carroll; the Island. The fish cargo was thrown
TREMONT
FORMOSA OOLONG ORANGE PEKOE
7
d
p R
<
M
o R K
Besides his wife he is survived by a O. S.. George A. Aspey; I. S.. H. 8.. overboard to lighten the burden.
Vi LB PKG
1/2 LB PKG
L
E N
N
o A S I S
l.Sfl..'1
Mrs. Alice Moody of Malden, Mass
brother.
Isaac
Poland
of
the
village.
Capt.
Holbrook
had
seen
a
previous
Hills.
NATION WIDE
HI 1 5
P! i L o T
D E B
1000 SHEET
Funeral services were held Wednes
Storer-Colllns Post A.L., will hold possibility of rescue when a fisher spent a recent weekend with her sbn j
sir A R E
AN
D o
TOILET PAPER
ROLLS
day from the home, Samuel Clark a get together tonight at the Legion man pulling his traps had appeared in and daughter-in-law. Rev. and Mrs. '
UlE i*r
1
B R A N
| officiating. Interment was in the vil rooms. Lobster stew will be served. the distance. Thinking to attract his
Roy W. Moody. On return she was j T R E'E
C D D
L JL N O
WASHES WINDOWS WITHOUT WATER
lage cemetery.
All ex-service men, members and attention, the captain made a signal
O P E N <
a;i |n
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Roy
Moody
who
of his sweater on a lath but the fog
T E EiM |E A IT
BOT
S E W s
WINDEX ....
Vinalhaven & Rockland non-members within Jurisdiction of
was so dense the fisherman had no is passing the week with her mother
this Post are welcomed.
o A R|S>
S W A P
Steamboat Co.
in
Dorchester.
Mass.
knowledge of his presence. Fifteen
o s
O P E R A
T 1
CHANGE OF TIME
CLEANS AND OPENS DRAINS
matches and his lantern were the
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sweeney of Wal
r E N N o T E S
s E N
Effective September 16. 1936
ASH POINT
captain's only means of light and tham. Mass., were recent visitors at
SWANS DOWN
tin
D A R E s
DRANO ....
Subject To Change Without Notice
N 1 T E R
Daily Except Sunday
*
heat during the days and nights of the home of Mrs. Sweeney's parents,
Mrs.
Linwood
Dyer
and
Mrs.
Dennis
P A 5 r
T A R T
VINALHAVEN LINE
STEAMER:
Hare were guests last Tuesday of Mrs. helpless drifting.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kelley.
PURE, SAFE, DEPENDABLE
Leaves Vinalhaven at 8.00 A. M„ ar
His arrival home Wednesday morn
Fred
Fredette and Mrs. Charles
riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Return
Mrs. Sidney Wallace is visiting her and Mrs Ernesl Hadley (Edtth Ben- qt
PTS
ing, leaves Rockland at 2.45 P. M., ar Mitchell on a motor trip to Togus ing was a decided relief, though he
CLOROX .
PKG
sister, Mrs. B. B. Reed in Rockland,H sQn) Qf Caii{ornla spenf, a few days
riving at Vinalhaven at 4.00 P. M.
appeared none the worse for his necand Augusta.
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding and recently as guests of Mrs. Shirley KelSTEAMER:
Miss Theresa Hanlon is closing her tic experience. Capt. Holbrook has
Leaves Swans Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Benson motored ley who returned with them to Massfollowed
the
sea
from
boyhdod
days
house
to
return
to
Malden.
Mass.,
for
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30; due
achusetts for a visit.
at Rockland about 8.45 A. M. Return the winter. Eugene Rock and Miss and ls skilled in the handling of boats to Lubec recently.
ing, leaves Rockland at 2.15 P. M„ North
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Nelson,
son
LesMr. and Mrs. L. W. Russell of West
but
seamanship
was
to
no
avail
in
this
Fanny
Hanlon
have
arrived
here
to
Haven 3.30. Stonington 4.45; due at
lie. Mrs. Lizzie Benson of Somerville, Tremont passed last week ln Boston.
Swan's Island about 6 00 P. M.
mishap.
(
accompany her to that city.
___ I—____ ________
»*-«

Harry W. Creamer was a Portland
visitor Thursday.
Mrs. William Thorne and daughter
Luella have returned home after
visiting relatives and friends in Can
ada and Massachusetts.
Mrs. Eldora Gross visited Mrs.
Emily Winchenbach of West Waldo
boro recently.
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley and Ernest
Eugley have been recent Rockland
visitors.
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Leeman of
Round Pond have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Sidelinger of
West Waldoboro were callers Wednes
day at Willis Genthner's.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Simmons visit
ed last Tuesday at the home of Mrs.
Simmons' parents. Mr. and Mrs L.eander Gross of North Waldoboro.
Mrs. Carrie Wallace of Broad Cove
has been guest of relatives here.
Mrs. Pearl Delano and Mre. Charles
Collamore of Friendship visited
Thursday with their sister, Mrs. Mel
vin Genthner.

THURSDAY

G%oun

NATION

WE STOKE

wide

a

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

10

BEANS

15

31

17<

RIPPLED
WHEAT

I9

SPAGHETTI

3

25c

20c

27c

2

OZA6
XJC

CHOCOLATE

2

17<

wonder-fil

3

25c

BAKERS’COLORS

JO

NATION-WIDE TEA

21

31c

27.

25c

1 9c

22c

CAKE FLOUR

25c

2

27c

25c

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
A GREAT GATHERING
Com. H. G. Staples Gives
Outline of National Ameri
can Legion Convention
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tributlon to history making pageantry
an dthe crowning glory of its eight
eenth and uargest National conven
tion.
The scene was unforgettable.
Sharply at 10 a. m.. General Dudley
Hard, parade grand marshall, gave
the order, that set the columns of
men in motion that lasted eleven
hours and twenty-five minutes.
The Deupartment of Maine was
well represented and assigned to the
Fifth Division. Let by our Depart
ment Commander William E South
ard and Comrade Rudy Vallee and
next the State Champions, Drum and
followed by Department Officers;
Bugle Corps, Philip Tigue Post. Bid
deford; the Ladies' Auxiliary Drum
and Bugle Corps. James W. Williams
Post, Bangor; the Drum and Bugle
Corps, James Fitzgerald Post, Augusta; then the crack Junior Boys
and Girls Drum and Bugle Corps,
Harold T. Andrews Post, Portland
with a large delegation from the
greater Portland Posts, includinf the
Ralph D. Caldwell Post, Drum Corps
from Woodfords. Governor Brann
was in the reviewing stand with Na- t
tional Commander Murphy when the
Maine delegations passed in review to
the tune of the Stein song.
It was not only greatest in points of
numbers, but in spectacular beauty.
It kept a crowd of more than half a
million persons constantly thrilled
and rising to applaud the many
marching units.
The American Legion parade was
colorful, dignified and orderly, and a
most convincing demonstration of the
unity and strength of the American
Legion.
Harry W. Colinery of Topeka,
Kansas, was elected national com
mander.
It is estimated that $2,800,0-30 was
spent in Cleveland by the delegates
and visitors.

The National Encampment of the
American Legion has passed into his
tory but the memory of it still lingers
with the thousands of delegates and
visitors who attended the great Cleve
land gathering. Among them was
Hector G. Staples, commander of
Winslow-Holbrook Post of RocklaDd
Music was furnished by tliei Na
tional Champions:
Board of Trade Post No. 304. Band.
Chicago. Illinois.
San Gabriel Post No. 422, Drum and
Bugle Corps, San Gabriel, Cal.
Roaring like a tropical hurricane
set to music with horns blowing, belts
ringing, cannons cracking, fun brew
ing, the 18th Annual NaXional Con
vention was called to order by Na
tional Commander J. Ray Murphy,
Ida Grove, Iowa
Approximately 15,000 legionnaires
and Auxiliary members and distin
guished guests from all corner* bf
the earth packed into the arena of
the Public Auditorium for the open
ing sessions.
his report to the delegates assembled
National Commander Murphy in
urged the mobilizatnion of the whole
strength of the American Legion to
prevent another war involving thc
to 11308, serving as many CommtinlUnited States. He further advised
the healthy condition of its member
ship.
Sept. 19, 1936, the enrollment for
the year in membership has reached
the figure of 950,228, representing
an increase of 105.000 over the total
ror 1935, and surpassing the total of
every year except that of 1931.
In the membership record of the
year, 56 of our 58 Departments have
reported a membership greater than
GLEN COVE
that of December 31st 1935—40 De
Mrs Carrie Philbrook of Owl's Head
partments attained the quota as recently called on friends here and in
signed for 1936 and six Departments Rockland.
reported the largest membership in
Mrs. Alice Gregory has returned to
history.
Somerville, Mass., with her son
Maurice. She will pass the winter
Dtlring the year Just ending thc with her daughter, Mrs. Freeman
number of active Posts was Increased
Blodgett.
ties. Its Posts now average four 'for
H. N. Brazier was stricken Fridayeach organized county in America night with an attack of angina. He
and its activities are carried on lit is now somewhat improved although
erally in every Community in the he will be confined to his bed for two
United States, and its possessions. weeks. Dr. Freeman Brown is the at
With great emphasis, he stressed the
tending physician.
importance of our legislation. While
Ralph Staples of Rockport called
the Legion and public interest was
on friends here Sunday.
largely centered on the four fgoals
Miss Eleanor Stevens and Miss
comprising the major legislative rpIvanetta Newton of Skowhegan were
gram, complete success attended the
weekend guests of Mrs. Merton Tay
Legion's efforts with respect to the
lor.
program for an active and adequate
Carl Freeman is making changes
National defense, liberalization Of
and repairs on his garage.
the law providing for the care of the
A family of moose, consisting of
widows and orphans of World War
father, mother and child, were re
Veterans, and great advance was
cently seen at Warrenton Park.
made in the Legion's fifteen year
Alterations at the residence of Mer
fight for a Universal Service Act.
ton Taylor will include a cellar-built
First and most important is the en
garage.
actment of a law providing for Uni
Herbert Benner of Boston is visit
versal Service ln time of War, a law
ing
his sister. Mrs. Bert Maxey. Mrs
that will make dollars fight on ex
Nellie
Shibles was a supper guest
actly the same basis and equality witr
Monday at the Maxey home.
men. so far as it is possible.
The time has arrived to throw the
full strength of the Legion and all
support that can be enlisted behind
ahe measure The last legislative
year brought an advancement in the
cause never before attained and
brought the Legion's measure nearer
actual enactment into law than ever
before.
Although the World War was won
on a military front eighteen years
ago, the ideals for which we fougjjt
are yet to be attained.
Our country is at Peace, and God
grant that it may ever be—but the
war spirit is aflame again across the
seas—East and West.
Whether our country shall be
spared participation in another inter
national conflagration may well de
pend on the courage of Legionnualres
to stand up and demand that our
government now take steps which
may save us, without the loss of
honor, a sacrifice we are unwilling to
make at any cost,
• • • •
The first two points of our peace
program, adequate National defense
and complete neutrality between warrinf nations have substantially been
accomplished, though they may need
strengthening and change as the
need occurs.
The third point. Universal service
in time of war. if war must come, re
mains to be attained. •
It is a duty we owe to our Country
and our children.
This is a call to a serbice greated
than we rendered in 1917 and 1918.
In those critical years, we stopped a
great war. Let us now mobilize our
strength to prevent another one."
Under a canopy of brilliant sun
light on Tuesday, September the 22d,
over 70,000 Legionnaires swung dow’n
Euclid avenue to the thunder of
drums and immense rhythm of a
thousand bands and drum corps.
On the sidelines, applauding and
cheering stood a tidal wave of hu
manity—a half million happy souls,
who love a parade.
Thc spectacle escapes the imprison
ment of words.
It was a huge colorful splashed
tapestry curling through Cleveland's
downtown streets.
It was the American legion’s con-
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visas
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS
WE BUY

OLD GOLD
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
S70 MAIN ST*
ROCKLAND

Page Five

UNDEFEATEO, MINNESOTA FACES TOUGHEST TEST

^55

A LINE PLUNGE OFF CENTER IS STOPPED BV NEBRASKA
PLAY IS NOT INTENDED TO SCORE. MINNESOTA IS
DOING WHAT EVERY CLEVER TENNIS STAR, FENCER, OR
\bASEBALL PITCHER DOES------RUNNING PLAYS TO GET
I^XTHEIR OPPONENTS OUT OF POSITION 8> OFF TIMING

'-—AND COMES OUT WITH THE SWEET
EST SCORING PLAY I'VE EVER SEEN. LET
l/i^ME DRAW VOU A COACH'S DIAGRAM

V

9 TEAMS OUT OF 10 WOULD UNCORK THEIR SCORING PLAYS

AGAIN MINNESOTA THRUSTS AT THE LINE.
NEBRASKA STOPS THEM DEAD. THEY'RE FIGHTING
WITH EVERY OUNCE OF VIGOR TO PREVENT

NOW. BUT NEBRASKA EXPECTS THIS. MINNESOTA HAS TO USE
DECEPTION. FOR THE THIRD TIME THEY CRASH THE LINE. THE BALL
“l7/
IS ON THE '/i YARD UNE. MINNESOTA GOES INTO A HUDDLE

MINNESOTA FROM SCORING------

...MINNESOTA IS IN SINGLEWIN6-BACK FORMATION WITH AN UN
BALANCED UNE. THE QUARTER BACK *3 BACK, TAKES THE PASS FROM
CENTER*-*® DOES A HALF SPINNER'-* AND TOSSES AN UNDERARM
LATERALTO THE RIGHT HALF-BACK,*2 BACK®, WHO FEINTS AT
THE UNE, THEN THROWS A SECOND LATERAL***, TO THE LEFT HALF
BACK, THE TAIL-BACK ® WHO HAS BEEN COMING OVER. THE TAIL
BACK PIVOTS QUICKLY AND CUTS OFF TACKLE...FOR A TOUCHDOWN®

\0F 11 0N THE t*blecloth. ..
I COVER A GOOD SECTION OF

MEANTIME EVERY MAN ON THE NEBRASKA TEAM WHO CAN STOP THE
PLAY IS TAKEN OUT. THANKS TO THE THREE PLAYS JUST PRECEDING,
THEY ARE OFF-BALANCE AND OUT OF POSITION. THIS MAKES IT
EASIER TO STRETCH THEM DOWN FLAT AND OUT OF THE RUNNING. THE
ACTION PICTURE SHOWS THE PERFECT MINNESOTA BLOCKING

CAMELS SET YOU RIGHT!

THE COUNTRY----- SEE PRAC
TICALLY ALL THE TOP-NOTCH
ATHLETES — CAMELS ARE THE
FAVORITE EVERYWHERE.
THEY SET THE

SMOOTH AWAY THE DAYS UPS ANO DOWNS, LET
DIGESTION GET OFF TO A GOOD START. JUST EN
JOY CAMELS AT MEALTIMES ANO AFTER.

SM0KIN6 CAMELS SPEEDS UP THE FLOW OF DI

ALL-TIME HIGH
FOR MILDNESS

GESTIVE FLUIDS—INCREASES ALKALINITY —

AND FLAVOR.

BRINGS A SENSE OF WELL-BEING — SO
FOR DIGESTION^ SAKE SJNOKfi CAMELS.
CAMELS ARE MADE FROM FINER. MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS----- TURKISH

AND CAMELS
DON’T GET ON

YOUR NERVES

AND DOMESTIC—THAN ANY OTHER
POPULAR BRAND.

(u»aio) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
WINSTON-SALEM. NORTH CAROLINA

01936, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.

VINALHAVEN

CLARRY HILl

WEST ROCKPORT

ROCKPORT

Mrs. A. W. Payson, Mrs. W. R,j Rev Burleigh Sylvester will be
Mrs. Annie Gardner returned FriWellman and Mrs Helen G°rden o: pre5ent at the prayer-meeting here day frohl a vlstt wlth her aaUghter.
East Union were guests Wednesday o. wertnesdav
nipht
Wednesday night.
Mrs. Earl Pierson at Waterbury,
Winifred Whitney.
The members and leaders of the Conn., and Miss Frances Gardner
The barn on Mrs. Alma Lamont's
property was blown down in the ter local Junior Young People's Society in Quincy. Mass.
rific gale. The building could bt attended the rally Friday night in
Mrs. Arthur Walker is confined to
seen for miles around and served as a Rockportr
her home by illness.
landmark for Clarry Hill.
t Earl Tolman has employment with
The committee. Principal Sydney
Mrs. Florence Donnelly of Dorchc.,- ,.the Stonington Furniture Co. in P. Snow. Coach Clayton Smith and
ter. Mass., returned home last Tues- Rockland.
Music Instructor Marlon Clarke are
day. after spending a week's vaca
Donald Hamalainen left Saturday highly pleased with the manner ln
tion with Mrs. Eva Robbins.
in company with a party from Cam which rehearsals are progressing on
George Benner of North Waldoboro
den. California being their destina the R. H. S. minstrels to be staged
is employed in painting Mrs. Emma
at Town hall Oct. 26. Reserved seat
tion.
Jackson's house.
sale which started Thursday at W. E.
John Sanson of South Waldoboro
John Burns, who attends U. of M„
Carroll's Is meeting with ready re
spent the weekend with his parents. was overnight guest Wednesday of sponse.
! Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Burns.
The Baptist Ladles Circle will
Frank Jameson has returned homo I Mrs. Emma I.each and Dr. Henry
meet Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
after a few days' visit in Rockland. I Crawford, with Mrs Leach's son, Wil
Mtnetta Paul.
Mrs. Alice Walker of Rockland has liam Vinal of Portland, left here Sun- I
George Vaughn of California, who
sold her farm to parties in Hope.
■ day. Mrs. Leach and Dr. Crawford
Newell Nash of Mank's Corner was bound for Massachusetts where they resided here during the beautification
8 business caller here last Tuesday ' will , join Rev. and Mrs. W. P. Rich-; of Rockport's water front and who
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Mank of North ardson of Saint Cloud. Fla . who have bas many friends here, was ln town
Waldoboro visited relatives here re- been spending the summer in Maine lart week on business.
cently.
and Gloucester. Mass. Together they
The Twentieth Century Club met
Mrs. Sarah Thomas of Rockland is will motor to Florida,
Friday afternoon at the home of
spending a few weeks here as guest '
-----------------Mrs. Frances Carleton, with Mrs.
Nellie Morton as hostess. An inter
of friends
MARTINSVILLE
Dr. and Mrs. Harry L. Richards of j
____
esting program consisted of readings
Rockland and Mrs. Emma Leonard of j Mrs H. H. Hupper who spent the by Miss Mabel Pottle, "What Music
Hopedale. Mass., called on friends summer at the Phronie cottage, went Means of Us' and by Mrs. Nellie
here recenlty.
, Saturday to Washington, D. C.
Magune “Artists in Music of Today."
Adell Feyler of Warren visited
Mrs. Alvalene Pierson of U. of M. In response to the roll call current
friends here Sunday.
i passed the weekend with her parents events pertaining to doings in the
-----------------Mr. and Mrs. F H. Pierson.
I musical world were given. Mts.
SPRUCE HEAD
Knox Pomona met with Ocean View Zebedee Andrews and Mrs. Hans
Mrs. Jane Bassick entertained at Grange Saturday when an inspiring Betstad were elected to membership,
bridge Wednesday night at her home meeting was held with Worthy State At next Frida>"s meeting Mrs.
in South Thomaston. At the two, Lecturer Stuart as speaker ’in the Blanche Ellsworth will be hostess,
tables of bridge, top honors went to afternoon.
Enos E. Ingraham and Mrs. MayMrs. Emma Carr, second to Mrs. Mar- , Mjss Marjorje Hupper has returned nard c- Ingraham motored to East
garet Carr and consolation to Mrs from vlsiting frlends in Parmjngton. , Vassalboro Sunday and on returning
Charlotte Waterman.
home were accompanied by Mrs.
Mrs. Callie Morrill and Mrs. Bertha ! Mrs. Thankful Harris is at home ' Enos E. Ingraham who has been
following
a
visit
with
Mrs.
W.
N.
Rokes spent a recent afternoon at
, spending a few- days with her daughHooper in Rockland.
Mrs. Morrill's home.
j ter, Mrs. B. Harold Cates and family.
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Gardner enterLionel Carr has returned to Fall
Edwin Simmons is able to be out
River. Mass, and will there join his tained Sunday at their cottage on the
again following a recent illness.
ship, the Ida Hay Atwater. Lavon back shore.
B. Godfrey accompanied Mr. Carr
Mr and Mrs H. H. Hupper were
were 1 A Public harvest supper will be
E>r. Walter P. Conley, optometrist, and will ship on the same boat which dinner guests Thursday of Mr. and served 84 the Baptist vestry Wednes
day from 5:30 to 7 under the aus
will be at his Vinalhaven office from runs from Fall River to Norfolk. Va Mrs. Charles Ward in Glenmere.
pices of the Trytohelp Club.
the arrival of the boat Wednesday
afternoon. Oct. 21. until its departure
Miss Barbara Richardson spent the
Friday morning—adv.
weekend with relatives in Portland.
Degrees will be conferred on candi
date at the stated meeting of Harbor
NORTH WARREN
(Light
Chapter O.ES.
tonight.
Young people's night was observed
(Preceding the meeting members and
Friday at White Oak Grange with
invited guests will go to the Edna
Mrs. RUby Allen as lecturer.
Rcbbin’s camp at Megunticook Lake
Mrs. Fred Hoyt was a caller Wed
for picnic supper, leaving the post
nesday at Mabie Crawford’s.
office at 5:30.
A LOCAL CONCERN
F. O. Jameson has been confined to B0LICIT8 YOUR PATRONAGE^
An interesting program has been
the house with a severe cold.
arranged for the October meeting of
Howard Hawes and Madolyn Hawes
the Garden Club to be held Wednes
FOR OIL OR BURNER SERVICE
of Union spent a day recently with
day evening at the heme of Mrs.
CALL
their grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. C.
Ralph Buzzell. Amesbury Hill. H.
W. Mank.
Heistad landscape architect, will
Work on the new road in this sec
speak on "Planting Fall Shrubs and
tion is nearing completion. The gravel ROCKLAND
TELS. 730 & 731
MAINE
Winter Care of Bulbs' and Miss Elsie
price has been cut in half.
Lane of tlie High School faculty will

Mrs. Scott Littlefield, has returned
from several weeks stay In Hartford.
Miss Muriel Chilles. entertained
the Saturday Nighters at her home.
Mrs. Ola Ames and daughter Miss
Nina Ames, returned Saturday from
Rockland.
High School Assembly was held
Friday morning with this program:
Reading from the Bible. Newman
Walls; vocal solo, Carolyn Dyer; tap
dance, Charlotte Webster; piano solo.
Norma McDonald; piano solo, Re
becca Duncan; school songs, Louise
Burgess was accompanist.
Capt. Joseph Hutchinson returned
NORTH CUSHING
Thursday
from New York.
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Hoffses and son
Raymond returned home last Tuesday' Alex Davidson was given a birth
after a few days' visit in Woods Hole, day surprise Thursday night at his
home. Bridge featured the entertain
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Davies, daugh-1 ment with two tables at play. Supper
included a large birthday cake. Dec
ter June and Paul Folsom of Beverly,
orations were red and white.
Mass, were recent guests of Mrs. Har- ,
Joseph Leopold of New York was in
riet Forsblom.
town Thursday on a business trip.
Mrs. Nellie Benner has resumed
• • • •
work in Waldoboro following several
Anderson-Arey
weeks' stay with her daughter and
Miss Flavilla Arey and Henry
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Anderson were united In marriage
Hoffses.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Maxey, Mr. and Saturday night at Union Church par
Mrs. Ray Thorndike, Mr. and Mrs. sonage by the pastor Rev. N. F. At
Joseph Long of Thomaston, Mr. and wood. They were attended by Mr.
Mrs. Luther Glidden. Mrs. Nellie Ben and Mrs. Edward White, the latter a
ner of Waldoboro, Mrs. Harriet Fors sister of the groom.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
blom and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Wyllie were among the guests bidden and Mrs. Arthur Arey and a gradu
last Tuesday night to the home of ate of Vinalhaven High School also
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hoffses where of Farmington Normal School. She
Mrs. Wyllie was guest of honor and has taught In the public schools of
this town for several years and is
the recipient of two birthday cakes.
Miss Zetta Smith passed a recent active in Union Church work, having
weekend with her parents, Mr. and been a member of the choir for some
time.
Mrs. Herbert E. Smith, returning
The groom, is the son of Mr. and
Monday of last week to Exeter to re
Mrs. David Anderson and a graduate
sume her teaching duties.
of Vinalhaven High School. Mr
Anderson has employment with
Leopold Co. The newly married
couple will begin housekeeping in
Mrs. Fred Lawry's house on Granite
Island road. They have best wishes
of a large circle of friends.
I-*

young
MOTHERS

v

McLOON SALES & SERVICE

give an informal talk on flowers. A
large attendance ls desired.
Elisha Thayer, Lamont Thayer and
Mr. and Mrs Dana Thayer of Warren
were callers Sunday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore.
The 63 Club met for play Thurs
day night at the home of O. P. Jackson. This week Thursday the Club
will be entertained at the home of
Ernest Wentworth.
Mr. and Mrs. William Dalton of
Amherst, Mass , are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Wentworth.

storm Tlie Cape was a mecca for
sightseers Sunday, hundreds of peo
ple being drawn there to watch the
surf

The auction sale of the Josephine
C. Collamore property, on Main St.,
now occupied by Harry P. Collamore,
and the undivided interest ln a woodlot of the deceased, was adjourned,
last Saturday to next Saturday, Oct.
24. at the Main St. premises, the hour
being 2.00 p. m, subject to sale of the
property, at private sale, meanwhile,
by Frank H. Ingraham, the adminis
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad mo trator.—adv.
126-lt
tored Sunday to Portland to visit Mr.
and Mrs. John Porter Hennings (Solveig Heistad). Mr and Mrs. Heistad
and Mr and Mrs. Hennings were din
RUTABAGA
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. John J.
Will keep all winter
SI
00
PER
BI'. DELIVERED
Hennings, the party in the afternoon
SMALL A RACKLIFF
motoring to Cape Elizabeth to see the
247 Maverick Street
surf which was running remarkably Rnckland. Me.
Tel. 35-IV
high following Saturday's terrific

TURNIPS

tkMupk pun
Uttei-wutuiQ wiik...

RYTEX SKETCHIES
Clever little deckled edge informals—gaily bor
dered . . . indispensable for short letters, infor
mal invitations, ‘‘thank-you" notes . . . and
delightful for gifts.

(My I
100 INFORMALS
100 ENVELOPES

Delivery
In about
ten days

Postage
lOe
Extra

Printed with Name, Address or Monogram on informals in
smartly correct lettering styles.
White Vellum, Orey Threadloom or Ivory Thrcadlcom . . .
borders in blue, green, red and brown.
At this special low price be sure to buy a supply for future
use and for Christmas gifts.
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; cle meets at the home of Mrs. Minnie
Newbert, on Wadsworth street, to
The Baptist Young People's Chris day at 2 o'clock, for White Cross
tian Endeavor Society was awarded work.
the attendance banner Friday night
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
at a meeting of the Knox County meet Wednesday afternoon in the
Societies in Rockport. This banner vestry. Supper will be served at 6
is given for ICO percent attendance o'clock by Mrs. Lucy Sillery, Mrs.
during the past three months and is Gertrude Hahn, Mrs. Minnie Wilson
the fourth time it has been awarded and Mrs. Etta Benner.
the Thomaston Society.
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton,
Mrs. Elizabeth Putnam, of Wash Miss Mary E. McPhail and Charles G.
ington. D. C., and son William Put Copeland, returned (Friday after
nam. of Essex Junction. Vt., arrived several days' motor trip to the Gaspe
here Sunday and are guests of Mrs. Peninsula.
Walter B. Willey.
Warden Edward P. Johnson will be
Mrs. Percy E. Demmons and the speaker at the first meeting of
daughter. Miss Mildred Demmons, the
Parent-Teacher Association,
Mrs. Albert P Heald, Miss Helen L. Thursday at the High School assemb
Carr and Miss L. Blanche Raysor, ly hall, at 7:30. using for his sub
who have been spending several days ject. “Child Delinquencies. Refresh
in Boston, returned home Saturday. ments will be served.
Edgar Libby, who motored to Bos
Mrs. John A. McEvoy, who spent
ton several days ago to take Mr. and five weeks at her home on Main
Mrs. Thomas Venner, for the winter, street, returned Friday to Lowell,
returned home Friday.
Mass., accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Feyler William White, who will return with
motored from Portland Friday for a in a few days, and also by Miss
few days' visit with his father, Wil Myrna Copeland, who went to
liam R. Feyler.
Woburn, Mass., for the winter.
The Baptist Womens' Mission ClrMr. ar.d Mrs. Bernard Robinson,
who were accompanied by his mother
Mrs. Ella Robinson, and sister. Miss
Faustina Robinson, of St. George,
Yield quicker
Quicker to
returned home Thursday after sever
double action of
al day's visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Robinson, in East Rochester,
N. H.
STAINLESS now, il you prefer
Fred Waldo, who has been visiting ,

THOMASTON

rhildrens Colds

his stepmother, Mrs. Mary Waldo, Saturday afternoon to celebrate his
fifth birthday anniversary. At the
returned Saturday to Port Clyde.
Mrs. J. Russell Davis, district table where the dainty lunch was
deputy grand matron, of the Eastern served the decorations were sugges
Star. Mrs. Guy K. Lermond, Mrs. tive of Halloween, as were also the
George Gardiner. Mrs Hollis Young, favors. The guests were Maxine
Mrs. Laurence Perry. Mrs Norman Lindsey. Eleanor Libby, Caroline
Simmons. Mrs. Orrin Creamer. Mrs. Lufkin, Nancy Charlotte Libby,
Ferdinand Day. Mrs. Blanche C. Shirley Shields. Lizzie Tuttle. David
Vose. Hollie Harrington, Axel John Libby, Ronald Libby. Irving Lufkin
son, and Edgar A. Ames, all members and Frederick Henry. Mrs. Maurice
of Grace Chapter. OES.. and Mrs. Lindsey. Mrs Gertrude Shields and
Lilia C. Ames, of Ivy Chapter in Mrs. Eleanor Libby.
Warren, motored Friday to Union
As customary during the” winter
where they were guests of Orient services of the Federated Church will
Chapter on the occasion of its an be held ln the Methodist Church benual inspection. Supper preceded I ginning next Sunday.
the meeting.
Miss Margery Mills spent the week
Bernard Robinson resumed his' end ln Brunswick while attendin^the
duties with the Standard Oil Co., in Bowdoin-Williams football game and
Rockland. Monday after a two weeks’ dances.
vacation.
Miss Vida Rowland, of Hartford,
Mrs. L. Bliss Gillchrest. who has is guest of her aunt and uncle, Mr.
been visiting friends in Pennsylvania and Mrs. Enoch M Clark.
for three weeks, returned home Fri
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Stetson and Mrs.
day accompanied by Mrs. J. E. Margaret Lakeman returned home
Sprankle. of DuBois. Penn., who is! Saturday after two weeks' motor trip
her guest.
which included visits ln Montreal,
Mrs. Isadore deWinter went Mon- ; Quebec. New York city and Boston.
day to Boston where she will spend
Mrs. Gleason Cogan. who has been
the week.
visiting her mother. Mrs. Leah Mar
Mrs. Clifton Morse and Mrs. Jen tin. in Auburn for several days, re
nie Hupper, of Port Clyde, are guests turned home Sunday Mr Cogan and
for a few days of Mrs. Sanford Hyier his mother. Mrs. Charles Cogan and
and Mrs. Aletha Thompson. Water Miss Dorothy Brennan, motoring
there for her.
street.
The first meeting of the Men's
Malcolm Libby, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Libby. Jr., was given a Community Brotherhood will be held
party at his home on Erin street njxt Tuesday in the Congregational

vestry with supper at 6:30. The
speaker will be Dr. Walter D. Hall of
Rockland, his subject to be an
nounced.
Mrs E. P. Starrett has returned
home after a ten day visit in Dor
chester, Mass.
Mrs Foster Fales will be hostess
to Friendly Club Wednesday night at
7.30 at her home on Elm street.

In Everybody’s Column

Legal Notices

FOR SALE

• 4I

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
•«
Advertisements in this column nov to
Whereas Algernon Austin ot Washing exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
ton. County of Knox and State of Maine, cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi !$♦♦••■♦—•*•***** « * « ka
bv hls mortgage deed, dated September tional lines five cents each for one time
SMALL pigs for sale. $2 50 up F. A.
25, 1930 and recorded ln the Knox 10 cents for three times. Six words
KIMBALL. J97 Old vouuiy Kd., Tei.
County Registry of Deeds. Book 225. make a line.
321-W.
118-tf
page 287. conveyed to Benjamin H Lin
coln ot said Washington, the following
PIPELESS furnace for sale, ln good
described real estate, to wit:
condition Nearly new. W. S TRiPP.
Two-thlrds. undivided, of a certain lot *
» I Highlands, Phone 594-M._______ 126*128
or parcel of land with the buildings i
t [ McINTOSH Red Apples, are now on
thereon, situated ln said Washington
4 I sale at A E STEWART & SON Grain
and fully described ln deed o< George H I «
Store ln Union. By bushel or peck, all
Lincoln to Algernon and Lydia Austin. | **
choice sprayed fruit, come early as they
dated May 11. 1925, and recorded ln
POSITION wanted, as allround cook. are going last.__________________ 126-131
County Registry of Deeds. Book HORACE PERRY. Cor.
Union and
Alcohol, 60c a gallon at Sheldon's Knox
HUB Heater parlor stove for sale, good
207, page 197. to which deed and record Willow Sts.. Rockland.
87-tf
condition MRS ALICE FERNALD. Tel.
Esso Station, Route 1, Warren.
thereof reference ls hereby made for a
GARAGE
wanted
for
the
winter
ln
57
5 or 9900._________
126*128
more particular description
central part of city Write "OARAGE'
126-128
And whereas the condition of said care
WINTER cabbage for sale. OVERNESS
The Courier-Oazette.________ 125*127
mortgage has been broken:
SARKESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave. Tel 508-W
WORK wanted of any kind by capable _________________________________ 126-128
Now. therefore, by reason of the
breach
of
the
condition
thereof
I
I
middle
aged
woman.
Address
MINNIE
WARREN
PURE breed Collie pup ten weeks old'
I Nellie M Lincoln of said Washington, ln HENDRICKSON. Long Cove. Box 12
________________________________ 126-128 May be registered If bought at once
| my capacity of Administratrix of the
LIZZ
IE HAWES. Union Me____ 126*128
Eugene Tolman and Nillo Hill arc Estate of the said Benjamin H Lincoln
EXPERIENCED girl wanted for house
HUB parlor stove for sale, ln A-l conclaim foreclosure of said mortgage.
work, 8 a m , to 4 p m., 18 Shaw Ave
on a week's hunting trip to northern
126*128
In Witness Whereof. I. the said Nellie
126-128 dltlon. $12 17 Gay street.
M. Lincoln, have hereunto set my hand,
Maine.
COLUMBIA Vlctrola for sale. A-l
WHAT have you for Angora kittens,
ln my said capacity, this thirtieth day
the nice long-haired ln white and condition Original price $125 , 80 high
The Dorcas Circle of King's Daugh of September, ln the year of our Lord orange
State sex. age Also other class records, included ln sale Price $15.
one thousand nine hundred and thlrty- kittens you
124*126
have Notify me at once 18$ Camden St.
ters met Monday afternoon at the slx.
DELIA YORK. Tel. 904-J. Rockland
, NINE Tube cabinet radio for sale,
NELLIE M LINCOLN.
chapel to tack comforters.
_______
126-lt bargain. See and hear It. S S STOD
Administratrix as aforesaid
POSITION wanted as store clerk, or DARD . 40 Grove St., Tel 1116-M. 126*128
120-T-126
Mrs. Elizabeth Robinson and Mrs. ______________
housekeeper to go hame nights Box
Registered lh ri-fords. yearlliiv bull
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE
243.
Camden.
Martha Burgess enjeriained Thurs
126*128 , for sale, five young heifers EUGENE
Whereas. Sarah R. Ooldberg of Rock
FEY
LER, Waldoboro, R D No. 2. 126*128
RELIABLE person to drive car south
day at a dinner party, Mrs. Leola land. County of Knox and State of wanted,
pay own expenses Write B D. E
SIXTY pullets for sale, laying. Rhode
Maine,
by
her
mortgage
deed,
dated
Wiggin. Mrs. Ida Libbey. Mrs. Evelyn March 14. 1935. and recorded In the , Care of Courier-Oazette ____________
124-126 Island Reds blue ribbon at Fair ROY
124-126
MAN wanted to supply customers with MILLER, Union.______
Robinson. Mrs. Annie Starrett, Mrs. Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 236. Page
569. conveyed to the Rockland Loan & | famous Watkins Products In Rockland
BRAND new RCA Victor Radio, never
Angeline Greenough and Mrs. Alice Building Association, a corporation and nearby lural localities No Invest connected.
Table model. For Immediate
legally organized and existing under the ’ ment. Business established, earnings sale, $25. Tel 672-M.
125-127
Watts.
laws of the State of Maine, and located average $25 weekly, pav starts Immedi
ROYAL
Portable
Typewriter Just like
ately
Write
J
R
WATKINS
COMPANY.
at
Rockland
ln
said
Knox
County,
the
S. F. Copeland was ln Boston following described real rotate. together 231-89 Johnson Ave , Newark, N J
new. $22 50; Remington adding machine
j Thursday cn business.
126-lt $35; check protector. $25: all machines
with the buildings thereon, situated ln _______________
guaranteed
All repair work done by
said Rockland, bounded and described as
MIDDLE-aged housekeeper wanted In factory trained mechanics at lowest
The annual meeting of the New follows, to wit:
widower s home. Older children assl«t prices.
Royal
Typewriter Sales and
at a point tn the norther with work. Plain cooktng. 6 Water St.
England Milk Producers' Association ly BEGINNING
8erylce. 81 Union St.. Tel 142 125*127
line ol Maple Street at the southeast , Thomastom________
124*126
will be held Oct. 27, 28 at the Brad corner of land formerly of Wilson Mer-1
WIUjpHESTER rifle for sale Caliber
rlsh to have some elderly woman to
rill: thence easterly by the northerly
Army 130-40) In perfect condition.
ford Hotel. Boston. The annual line of Maple Street seventy-three (73) board Warm, comfortable home, good 30
RUSSELL BARTLETT. 596 Old County
board
MRS
S
A
FOSTER.
Wczt
Main
feet
to
an
Iron
bolt:
thence
northerly
at
Road.
Rockland
125*127
meeting of the Warren and Thomas right angles to the line of said Maple St. Box 116, Thomaston.__________ 125-127
117 White Leghorn pullets for sale
ton locals will be held shortly after, Street eighty (80) feet more or less to
MAN wanted, reliable, to become an started to lay. $1.25 each; also wood
an Iron bolt ln the southern boundary
and accident claim adjuster burner parlor stove Beech HUI Rockport.
the date to be announced. To the line of land of Knight: thence westerly automobile
ln your territory Insurance experience THOMAS MONDAN. RFD. Rockland
said southern boundary line of unnecessary No selling Write ASSO
meeting of the locals, members of bv
___________________
125*127
Kntght seventy-three (73) feet to the
ADJUSTERS, Box 564D, Mllwauthe NEM.P.A are especially Invited southwesterly boundary of Knight and CIATED
kee. Wise.
126*lt I FOUR Toy puppies for sale Nice pets
Erskine: thence southerly bv land for
for children. Tel 960-R 42 Fulton St.
to attend. Speakers from the Boston merly
CROCHEifcKS wanted for aaauea or __ _____________________ _________ 125*127
of Merrill eighty (801 feet to the
bootees, year round work HARRIETT E
of beginning.
office will be present and a banquet point
OREAT bargain In 6-room house In
Being the same premises conveyed to MARRINER, Lincolnville. Maine R No 1.
126*lt 1 fine condition, good location Price right.
Sarah R. Ooldberg by Michael Goldberg __________________
will be served.
Just off the Main Highway, much cheapby hls deed, dated June 9. 1930. and re
wanted for the winter not | er than paving rent $1,000 takes it R
Mrs. Clara Lermond resumed her corded ln the Knox Registry of Deeds. tooOARAOE
far from corner of Gay and North I U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
224. Page 121. to which deed and Main streets Write “OARAOE
duties yesterday at the home of Mr. Book
care Rockland
_____________ 125-130
record reference may be hart for a more
ifouSE No 28 Birch St., Route No. f
and Mrs. Perley Damon in Rock particular description of the premises The Courier-Oazette_____________ 125-127
GIRL for housework, must be good Atlantic Highway for sale or to let: 8
conveyed
land. after two weeks' vacation spent hereby
And whereas the condition of said cook. 8 a. m. to 4 p. m, 18 Shaw Ave
sunny rooms and bath room, 2 car
mortgage has been broken
_____________
_____________________________________
._________
125-tf garage Located ln a quiet neighborhood
in this town.
Sui rtSTSa
SECOND hand separator wanted ln on a dustless street Warmly built house,
Miss Villa Hayden of the State De
iOnnt.i<LI? th"eof said good condition. CITY FARM. Tel 117-W easy to heat. Well adapted for roomers
Loan & Building Association I
nt ,57 or tourists. About an acre of garden land
partment of Education, will visit the Rockland
claims foreclosure of said mortgage----------------------------------------------_
with large storehouse Inoutre of J N.
In Witness Whereof the said Rock- ' TRUCK load wanted on return trip I FARNHAM. 32 Cedar St, Rockland. Me
Union elementary schools Thursday, land
Loan A- Building Association has ' ,rom Bo5,9n to Bangor route, within ten '_________________________________ 125*127.
and schools here Friday. Following caused this Instrument to be sealed da>'s ELMER KALLIO. Tenant's Harbor
BABY carriage, white enamel crib,
124-126
Its corporate seal and signed ln Its
the closing of the school sessions, a j with
and several other articles lor sale, cheap
corporate name by Harrv O Ourdy. Its
| for cash. MRSWILLIAM W. BUTLER,
thereunto duly authorized
short teachers' meeting will be held ■ Secretary,
j Clty
Tel' 6():i'M________________ 124*126
this 20th dav of October in the year of K • at the High School building.
our lord one thousand nine hundred I
FOCOHONTAS soft coal. $8 50: hard
and thlrty-slx.
COM.
$15; coke. $11.J. B. PAULSEN.
«
Plans for education week Nov. 9-13,
(Seal)
Tel.
84-2, Thomaston.____________ 123-tf
were formed at a teachers' meeting 1 Rockland Ioan & Building Association 4
OAK Lumber sawed to order, also Oak
(Signed) HARRY O GURDY.
Piling for sale. ISAAC DORR Orland,
held Thursday at the Intermediate
Secretary.
FURNISHED rooms to let. with board j Maine.____________________ 1J9-130
126-T-132 and garage tf desired, at right prices
school building.
WIMER and cider apples lor sale,
81 Union St.. Tel 142____________ 126-128
Mrs. Gladys Keating and family.
very cheap. Call 793-W, alter 4 p. m
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic
_________ ______________________ 119-tf
Mrs. Myrtle Inman and Joseph Con
street to let, lights, flush MRS W 8
i>NE new 31 ft., 8'j beam trunk cabin
KENNISTON, 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
ant of Warren Highlands were guests
pleasure
123-tf or fishing Boat for sale. No
1 m<)lor Price $600 Half down, balance
Sunday of friends in Lincolnville and
PLEASANT rooms to let,
'
ntmrterly
payments C. A. WINCHEN
located, heated, with board $8: without BACH
rt.V H * SONS. Waldoboro, Me 116*127
Camden.
GREEN Schaeffer fountain pen lost board. $3 50 to $4 50. Call Thomaston |
?
stove for sale. like new.
Teachers here and in Union will Tuesday Reward Return to Courler- 7-3.______________________________126-128 j fr1ANKLIN
only
125-127
UPSTAIRS tenement to let. at 684 [ only slightly used. Price right Also 2
study the teaching of English this Oazette__________
cottages
on
Oeorges River. ALFRED
Main
St
Lights,
toilet
Adults
only
J.
i
NOTICE—ls hereby given of the loss
HOCKING, Tel. 17, Tenants Harbor.
year.
of savings book numbered 1416 and the H. MELVIN. 21 Gay St.. Tel. 273-W
_____________
__________________ 117-tf
of said book asks lor a duplicate ______________________________ ’ 126-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Moore and owner
ln accordance with the provisions of the
HIGHEST quality gas. State of Maine,
SEVEN-room house to let. or lor sale. I
daughter Theresa Huntley recently law THE THOMASTON NATIONAL lights, toilet, large garage, all ln good wholesale, retail; tires bargain prices
BANK by H F DANA. Cashier.
DISTRIBUTORS.
265
shape; also tenement of 4-rooms and CONTINENTAL
attended a housewarming given Mr.
118-tf
126*T 132 bath ln my home, garage, vacant last of Main St City_______
month. L W BENNER. 88 North Main j
and Mrs. Earl Gilley in Augusta.
GOOD hard wood vinegar and pork
126*128 i bafrels for sale. PERRYS coal wharf.
Others present were Charles Towle of Misses Stella Chase and Della Chas* St.
apart!
______________ ___ __________
114-tf
Appleton. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert In called Sunday on Mr. and Mrs Fred floor. Bath, lights, oil heat, pantry,
FORDSON tractor for sale BICKNELL
garage
If
desired.
Fine
condition.
Suit

MANUFACTURING CO.
118-tf
man, Mr. and Mrs. Errol Scott of Maloney in Cushing.
able for couple. Available Oct. 20. C A.
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
EMERY. Tel 436-M
124-tf
Providence. Mr. and Mrs. Holman
let
for
the
•»ason
Phone
us,
Rockland
Misses Mildred Fairbrother and
THREE light housekeeping rooms to 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Robbins and daughter Faye of RockFlorence Fairbrother of Edgecomb let. at 17 Crescent street. Hot and cold _ __________________
118-tf
: land, and Mrs. Clemmie Hewett of
water, use of bath. Adults only 125*127
have returned home after spending
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
FIVE-room apartment to
let. n_ i
Boston.
i
cover- als0 lumber. T. J. CARthe past week with their sister Mrs ground flour. Main St. MRS FTTA
ET™ I ROLL. Tel 263-21. Rockland.
118-tf
BENNER Thomaston________
125*127
Thomas Winchenbach.
In response to repeated requests,
SEVERAL small tenements to let C 1
M BLAKE Wallpaper store. Tel 1061
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross and _________________________________
; Judge Gould's address at the Warren
■
124-126 4
♦
celebration has been printed ln book daughter Betty of Auburn were weekHOUSE trailer lor sale or to let. suit
4
4
able
for
going
south.
138
Camden
street.
form and may be obtained at the j fnd guests of Mr. and Mrs. E J. Te! 1214-M_______________________ 122-tf
4
Warren library at 50 cents per copy Gross.
TWO 4-room tenements to let at 38
Mechanic St.. suitable for one family
If
~adv( Mr and Mrs. Myron Chase and desired Lights, flush MRS W S vw I CASH for your old car, any make and
1i9tf condition. Call Or write North End
126-T-132
son Keith were ln Bingham recently NISTON. 176 Main St. Tel 874-W 1I8'tr | wrecking Co 158 Camden St. Tel.
four 1 "58-M alter 6 p. ni__________ 124*126
NEWLY decorated apt to let,
__ ___
: end while there viewed the Wyman rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W
RESPONSIBLE District Representative
, Alcohol, 60c a gallon at Sheldon’s ( dam.
118-tf to contact doctors and merchants Noth
:Esso Station, Route 1, Warren.
, „
PARK Street Grill to let. completely ing to sell J35-$100 weekly commission
or and bonus for hard worker. Permanent.
126-128 | Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Black and Mr. | furnished. V p. studley, Tel. 1154
115-tf NATIONAL DISCOUNT and AUDIT CO..
and Mrs. Ernest Black and family cf i 330
23# West 41st Street New York Cltv.
FOUR-room apartment to let. all •____________
126-lt
Waldoboro were recent callers at Mr. modern,
at 48 Grace St Tel. 133
114-tf
RELIABLE Spiritual Reading. 25c and
DUTCH NECK
and Mrs. Austin Wallace's.
| apartment to let atT corner of stamp Up to 16 questions answered
.
_
..
,
.
. . ' Union and Orove Sta. Verv reasonable. O A A. JONES. Bluehlll Falls. Maine
Miss Dorotny Geeie returned to , mrs leola rose, ioo Union 8t u«-tf _ ___________________
Benjamin Geeie has returned tu
126*128
LADIES -Reliable hair goods at Ro-kKingston. Mass, after spending sev Boston Wednesday after several days' I FOUR-room apartment to let. all
trtsit with her parents Mr and Mrs ! mo'’'rn
at CAMDEN * ROCK- ! l«nd Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
118-tf ! solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519.J
eral weeks with his brother Herbert tisit witn ner parents Mr. ana mi., , land water CO., Tel 634.
118-tf
H.
A.
Geeie.
Geeie.

WANTED

TO LET

; LOST AND FOUND ;

Burning close to the firebox walls, the scientifically
placed Timken flame blankets all the heat-absorbing
surfaces of the combustion chamber ... a quiet, wall
wiping action that gets the most heat out of each drop
of oil. You save with a Timken Oil Burner!

CHROMIUM STEEL FLAME-RIM
Seven times faster than ordinary methods—that's how
quickly the flame-rim reaches efficient operating tem
perature . . . eliminates wasteful warm-up period . . .
an exclusive Timken feature. You save with a Timken!

MISCELLANEOUS

ONE MOVING PART
The shaft of the electric motor is the only moving part
in this burner. Besides assuring super-quiet, trouble
free performance, this feature p«rovides for low electric
consumption. You save with a Timken Oil Burner!

ASK YOUR
NEIGHBOR
There’s someone in your neighbor
hood-one of Timken’s 125,000 satis
fied users—who’ll tell you that Timken
heat is more reliable, more convenient,
cleaner, healthier, and, in most cases,
less expensive than old-fashioned
heating.

INSTALLED IN A
' FEW HOURS '
IS TiMKEN
HEAT
EXPENSIVE ?

MINE COSTS
LESS
THAN COAL/

Between breakfast and dinner, your
present boiler or furnace can quickly
and easily—without inconvenience—be
converted into a completely automatic
Timken oil-burning system. Act NOW
—take advantage of present easy
terms.

Mrs. Wilbur Emus and childrer {
Misses Stella Chase and Delia
Chase called Friday on Mrs. Alphonse Melvin, Dorothea and Lucille of Arl-1
ington. Mass, passed the weekend I
Willey in Medomak.
1
Mr. and Mrs. W F. Chase and at their summer home here.

Without obligating you in any way,
we’ll inspect your present system and
point out ways to increase efficiency,
cut costs, even though you do not wish
to install a Timken now. Offer for
limited time only. Telephone or
mail coupon TODAY I 4

—Timken makes a complete line of oil
burning heating equipment. That’s
why you’re sure to get exactly wh^t
you should have to make your present
heating system fully automatic . . .
truly economical. Every Timken in
stallation is "tailor-made.”

NIcLMN SALES«SERVICE
21 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE

BEGINNING WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, AT 9 A. M.
Oil Heating

Engineers
Plumbing
and Heating

LIMEROCK ST.
TEL. 730

TELEPHONE 730

- — -

NO MONEY DOWN

• 3 YEARS TO PAY

JLB1M

;

t. -'

FREE INSPECTION

/y

.

MENS

LADIES'

ATHLETIC JERSEYS
5c

FUR TRIMMED COATS
Puic Silk Linings, All Wool Coats, Ranging
in Value from $25.00 to $49.50
Sixes 14, 16, 18

MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS

$10.00

Some Samples, Some Soiled, Some Seconds,

LADIES’

Mostly Standard Brands

Without cost or obligation
to me, please inspect my
heating system and show me
how to save money this winter.

■ ”1

39c

RAYON AND WOOL HOSE
14c

EVENING DRESSES

CHILDREN'S FINE QUALITY

Values S5.C0 to S16.95

$1.98
City & State

_
A Complete Line of Oil Heating Equipment

ROTARY WALL

LUseU

Lreaj

FULLER=COBB, INC.
Rummage 6 Close=Out Sale

McLoon
Sales ami
Service

OIL HEATING ENGINEERS
PLUMBING—HEATING

. v*/

SawTncneq

Free Inspection Service

Timken Gives You a Choice of Burners

b.

READ THE ADS

FLAME BURNERS • PRESSURE TYPE BURNERS • OILrURNACES • OIL BOILERS • AIR CONDITIONING UNITS • WATER HEATERS

LADIES’ FELT flATS
Value S1.98

$1.00

$1.00 Discount on
ALL DRESSES
AND COATS
of $2.00 or over
BALANCE OF

COTTON DRESSES
PAJAMAS, BLOUSES
AND POLO SHIRTS
25c

STOCKINGS
8c

LADIES’ WOOL SKIRTS

CORSETS

95c

All Latest Colors—Green, Black, Brown

Values S1.00 to $10.00

One-half Price

AND MANY MORE ITEMS TOO
NUMEROUS TO MENTIvN!

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 20, 1936

OCl ETY

Diligent Dames of Congregational
(METHEBESEC CLUB
Church will meet Friday afternoon
with Mrs. Merle Bartlett at Thc
Opens Another Season Aus
Highlands.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stickney and
Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood have
returned from a trip to Quebec.

CRAIG’S
WIFE

The Woman's Educational Club
was pleasantly entertained at the
beautiful home of Mrs. Lena Merrill,
corner Rankin street and Broadway
The informal afternoon session was
spent in social chat, and comments
on the political situation, mostly in
criticism of the present administra
tion. There was also a lively discus
sion between a Socialist and an antiNew Dealer. Mrs. Rich read extracts
from an article on Freedom, showing
the beneficial results, material and
otherwise, of living in a country
whose base is individual freedom.
After a picnic supper, Rev. Fr. E. O.
Kenyon delivered an interesting and
instructive address on “Life in New
England as influenced by Puritan
philosophy.” He spoke of Puritan in
fluence on the different phases of
Boston society, commercial Boston,
educational Boston, aristocratic Bos
ton, etc., and told of Puritan Eng
land, taking his audience back to the
time of Cromwell. He told of the
many atrocities committed by the
Puritans. They destroyed all the
works of art belonging to the church,
as well as the church edifices. Final
ly he recommended the reading of
"The Last Puritan.”

CAMDEN
Mrs. Ernest Thompson ls taking a
vacation Irom her duties at the G
W Achorn store.
Charles Robinson has returned
J from Eastport where he had employ| ment.
S. B. Haskell of Dover-Foxcroft
was in town over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Stalker of
I New York city are looking after their
property on Dillingham's Point dur
ing a few days stay here.
Dominic Leo is in Boston for a
I few days. Mrs. Leo and her daugh1 ter have been visiting relatives in the
city.
A new metal and glass front is
being put on the store of Carleton,
French & 'Co., and when completed,
will be a gfeat Improvement.
Mrs. W. R. Gill who spent the
summer here is in Roslindale, Mass.,
where she will spend the winter with
Dr. and Mrs. Guy Blood.
Miss Eleanor Hansen and Miss
Marion Hanson passed the weekend
in Bangor.
A. D. Coose, Miss Gladys Coose and
Mrs. Lydia Inman are spending a
week at the Coose camp at Coleman

piciously — Heard AbouF
Clipper Ships

The (Methebesec Club opened its
Mr. and Mrs. George St. Clair re
1936-37 season ini a most auspicious
Mrs. Walter Fernald who has been
turned Friday from Portland, where
manner Friday afternoon in the
Mr. St. Clair served on the jury. spending the past week in Augusta
meeting held at the Bok Home for
They have taken an apartment for returned home Sunday.
Nurses,
with Miss Ellen Daly, presi
the winter months at The Lauriette,
Sanford Delano Jr. is a tonsil pa dent, and members of the Social i
School street.
Committee, Mrs. Annie Stevens, 'Mrs. j
tient at Knox Hospital.
Caroline Sleeper, Miss Caroline
Mrs. Albert R. Benedict of Mont
Jameson,
Mrs. Angelica Glover, Mrs. j
Miss
Mary
Paladino
has
arrived
clair, N. J., and Medomak. and Miss
from Italy where she has been mak Hester Chase, Mrs. Eva Hellier, Mrs.
Florence
Cressey
of
York
Village
are
Dr. Gaylord Douglass of Springing her home the past two years with Grace Daniels, and Mrs. Clara
field, Mass., who Is evening speaker al guests of Mr. and Mrs. Burton L.
Thurston, as hostesses. Forty mem- 1
an uncle.
Preston
of
Clinton
street,
during
their
Miss Lenore Benner's Educational
bers responded to roll call and there
stay
here
to
attend
Mrs.
Walter
Club picnic next Monday is promi
Mr
and
Mrs.
Sherman
Rokes
of
were two guests.
nent in his field for the New Hinds' lecture on flower arrangements Shaw avenue had as guests Mr. and
As a preface to the season's study
to
be
given
before
the
Longfellow
England Peace Council in special de
Mrs. Robert Campbell and Miss Con ‘’Sailing Through History," Mrs. Alice j
mand on international affairs. His Garden Club this afternoon.—Port stance Campbell.
Karl, chairman of the literary divi- I
topic is, "The Citizenship Challenge land Sunday Telegram.
-----| sion of the program committee, de- '
Today." Timely discussions on so
Miss Carrie Barnard is the guest j ijvered a well prepared paper on the
Mr and Mrs. James Doherty mo- I this week of Mr. and Mrs. H. O I subject, "Traffic of the Centuries," 1
cial themes. Open at 2 o'clock.
1 tored Saturday to Steuben where they ! Gurdy, Masonic street.
j jn which she touched briefly upon
Mrs. Oliver L. Hall formerly of this j visited Mr. and Mrs. Roy Skinner.
-------i the various types of ships from the
city, and wife of one of Maine's best , They were accompanied by Jonah
Miss Alice Ryan of Baring was earliest known to the present day
known newspaper editors, has been Lindsey and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd guest of honor Saturday night at a I wlth its gigantic Normandie and
elected president of the Maine Chap Simmons and son Richard who went bridge party given by Mrs. Ray Foley | QUeen Mary, and rounded out her
of Talbot avenue. Bridge prizes were I paper by using the topics of the
ter of the National Society of Daugh to their home in Ashville.
won by Mrs. F. A. Murphy of Port- | year's programs as points of a voyage
ters of Pounders and Patriots of
A postcard from W. B. Foster of j land and Mrs. Aime Beaudoin of to be undertaken by the Methebesic
America.
Plymouth, N. H„ formerly of Thom ’ Rockland, Miss Ryan receiving the Club.
Mrs. H. S Rettew of North Truro, aston, locates him for the moment of guest prize. Miss Mary Ann Murphy
The club was most fortunate in
Mass, is the guest of her mother Mrs. Fort Ticonderoga. N. Y. He was on of Portland and Mrs. Crawford Gat- having as guest speaker for this first
a sightseeing tour.
A. B. Davis, Main street.
: comb of Rockland assisted in serving. meeting Capt. James Marden of
Stockton Springs, a man who had
Mrs. William G. Hayden of Greeley, sailed) the "Seven Seas" and who
Mr. and Mrs C Churchill Wahle
At the reception to be given Fri
of Detroit are coming Sunday for a day evening by the executive board of Colo., and sisters, Mrs. A. E. Bonestell brought with him a model of the sail
visit of a few days with Mrs. Wahle's Rubinstein Club for members, Mr:,. ' and Mrs. Florence Farmer of Denver ing vessel, "Lightning,” built in 1854
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George E. Mc Bernice Sturtevant is to be guest art j were guests over the weekend of Mr. ir Fast Boston by Donald McKay,
Laughlin. Their visit at this time ist, Francis McPherson, accompanist and Mrs. S. Constantine, Mechanic and which established the fastest
is made possible by the fact that Nathalie Jones will be program chair street. They made a leisurely jour sailing record of that type vessel of
they will be in New York Saturday man, presenting the following num ney across the continent, spending 10 all time. The msdel which was con
to see University of Detroit play bers: Paper, Kathleen Fuller; piano, days in Dallas, Texas, a short time structed by Capt. Marden was built
Manhattan. Their particular interest Clemice Blackington. Frances Mc in Washington and a week in New of the same mate rials as the origjnal
in this game arises from the fact that Loon, Nathalie Jones and Alcada York. They return home by the ship and its beauty and fineness of
their son "Buddy" Wahle," is playing Hall; vocal, Adelaide Lowe, Gladys way of Montreal and Quebec with a detail evoked wide admiration. Capt.
half j>ack on the Detroit team, and Grant, Lucy Lowe and Luda Mitchell; stay in Chicago. Mrs. Hayden is the Merden was introduced by Mrs.
it will be his first intercollegiate reader, Blanche Morton; dancer. Elise wife of a former Rockland man, who Lenora Cooper, a personal friend,
game.
i Corner. Refreshments will be served. went West about 35 years ago, and is who made it possible to hear him on
on the staff of the Greeley National the occasion.
Bank. Mr. Hayden sends word that
Capt. Marden gave a vivid picture
Rhama E. Plylbrick motored to 1
Colorado will be found in the Lan of the clipper ship, the first, “The
Portland Saturday, accompanied by I
WED.-THURS.
don column on the night of Nov. 3. Rainbow" launched in the East
his daughter Miss Madeline Philbrick1
River, N. Y„ in 1845, before a gather
and Miss Mary Dodge, who spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton are ing of 35,000 people, the greater part
day there.
making a short visit in Boston.
of whom predicted failure of this
new departure in ship building. This
Mrs. Anna Paulitz was hostess to
Miss Eva Albee returned today to particular ship was built for the
T.H.E. Club Monday evening for
her home in Whitefield having been East Indies trade and was the fore
cards. Lunch was served.
the weekend guest of Mrs. Herbert runner of the success the clipper was
Hall, Summer street.
to attain when the gold rush
The annual meeting of the Daugh
developed on the West Coast. A
ters of Founders and Patriots of
Mrs. Ethan Wall of Otter Creek has
word story was given of the materials
America, was held Thursday, at the
returned from Vinalhaven to be guest
that went into the building of these
home of the president, Mrs. Henry
a few days of Mrs. George Evans.
ships, the types of cargoes, the crews,
Whitman, Winthrop street, Augusta.
the food, and the general character
Following the business meeting a
In the Portland Sunday Telegram
of the men who had first command,
luncheon was held at the Augusta
was an excellent portrait of the formany of whom came from Long
House, with Mesdames, Whitman.
i mer Ogarita Rose of this city. In
Island. Cape Cod and the coast of
Mansfield. Wyman and Williamson
connection with the picture appeared
Maine.
BARING
THE
HEART
acting as hostesses. Members of the
this paragraph: “Mrs. Frederick War
Capt. Marden spoke particularly of
Maine Chapter attending were Mrs '
ren Rugg, who has recently moved to
OFAWOMANANBHER
the
‘’Red Jacket," the most famous
H. P Blodgett, Mrs. Mabel Rose, Mrs.
15 Clifford Street, is being greeted by
ONE GREAT PASSION!
Evelyn Hix and Mrs. E. F. Glover.
J Portland and Maine friends. Mrs. clipper, Rockland built, 260 feet long,
43 feet beam, 23 feet depth of hold
Rugg. who was formerly Ogarita Rose
which made the memorable run from
ROSALIND
Mrs. Charles Clements, who has
of Rockland, was prominent in conSandy Hook to Liverpool in 13 days,
been the guest of her sister, Mrs.
| cert work in Maine,' and during the
BUSSELL
a record which has not been sur
Donald Karl, has returned to her
past 15 years, while living ln Jackson
passed. Capt. Marden paid warm
JOHN BOLES
home in Lowell, Mass.
Heights, Long Island, N. Y„ has been
to the
tribute to John B. Griffin who
Pulitzer Prize Play
doing church and concert work. Mr
designed all the clipper ships de
Members of the Nitsumsosum Club
Rugg is president of the Rugg Drug
volved.
and husbands were entertained re
Company which operates the Whelan
At the close of his talk Capt.
cently by Mr. and Mrs. A. V. McIn
drug store in this city. Mr. and Mrs.
Marden answered numerous questions
tyre at their home in Warren. Bridge
Rugg have a son, Frederick Warren
put to him by members, particularly
honors were won by Mrs. Douglas
From the play by
Rugg. Jr. who is associated in busi
those with a seafaring background,
George
Kelly
Bisbee, Frederick Richards, low scores
ness with his father.”
and added, by request, some of his
Directed by
going to Mrs. Walter Carroll and
Dorothy Arzner
own personal experiences at sea.
Clyde Spear.
NORTH WARREN
Miss Daly gave a brief account of
F. O. Jameson, who has .been ill the annual convention of the State
The A. H Newbert Association was
the past week, is making gains toward Federation of Women's Clubs which
entertained Thursday night at Cres
recovery.
she attended as delegate last fall.
cent Beach, by Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Clifford Robinson and family visit Miss MaM F. Lamb was voted into
NOW PLAYING
Gonia. Mrs. Belle Frost and Mrs.
ed at Maynard Post’s in Spruce Head membership. Reports of the various
“LIBELED LADY”
Thelma Stevens had charge of the
recently.
committees showed that already
with
delicious picnic supper, which was
A sale and chicken supper will be these bodies are beginning to func
served to 22 members and guests.
JEAN HARLOW. MYRNA LOY
held Friday at White Oak Grange tion in an efficient manner presaging
• WILLI.AM POWELL
Cards and beano offered a pleasant
hall.
a successful year.
diversion for the evening. The next
Willis Moody who has sold his
A delightful “salty" bit was intro
meeting will be held with Mrs. Belle
property in Fairfield, ls moving here duced into the program by the sing
Frost, North Main street.
and will reside at the home of his ing of chanties by Mrs. Lydia Storer
parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. R Moody. and Mrs. Helen Wentworth, garbed
Thimble Club met for sewing Mon
Neilo Hill and Eugene Tolman in appropriate costume. Miss Mar
day evening with Mrs. Parker Worrey,
leave Sunday on a camping trip for garet G. Stahl was at the piano.
Phone 892
Warren street. Lunch was served.
a week or longer. Their destination
The meeting Oct. 30 will be at the
MAT. 2, EVE. 6:30 & 8:30
is unknown but they expect to hit the home of Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth.
COST. SAT. 2:00 to 10:30
Tire regular circle supper of the
Rockport. Papers will be presented
tall timbers.
Universalist Church will be held in
the vestry Wednesday, Oct. 27, with
Mrs. E. W. Berry as chairman.
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Senter Cm®®
Sale of

Small Furniture Pieces
You can’t have enough of these useful pieces

11

Pond.

Mr. and Mr*. Robert W. Jamieson
were weekend, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. G. Stover in Monmouth.
Woodrow Blake and Clarence May
otte of Webster, Mass., and Miss Avis
Bickford and Miss Hazel Colpltts of
Oakland are visitors at the home of
-in ycut favrtife Mr. and Mrs. Robert Blake, Sea
street.
The Congregational Ladies Circle
will hold its annual rummage sale at
the parish house Oct. 29-30. Doors
Th<se are the rich w jod tones that open at 9 o'clock and closed at 8
blend so perfectly with the new o'clock the first night. Food sale Fri
peens, browns, rusts, wines, and day afternoon.
Robert Blake is on a gunning trip
purples in costume colors.
at Kokadjo.
I Knox Temple, Pythian Sisters
meets tonight. Covered dish supper
1 at 6 o'clock. There will be work on
a class of candidates.
310 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Miss Harriet L. Gill is guest of Dr.
j and Mrs. Guy Blood in Roslindale,
. Mass.
The wedding of Miss Barbara
by Miss Caroline Jameson assisted
Cooksey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
by Mrs. Anna Nelson, and Mrs. Dora
Charlton Dows Cooksey of (New
Bird, and miscellaneous events will
Haven, Conn., and John Taylor, son
be in charge of Mrs. Maude Blodgett.
of Col. and Mr| Edwy Taylor of New
Haven and this town, took place
MRS. EDITH A. FOLSOM
Saturday at the Marquand Chapel in
1 that city. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor ar
Mrs. Edith A. Folsom of 12 Gray
rived here Monday where a part of
street, Arlington, Mass., died last their honeymoon will be spent.
Wednesday night at the home of her
Farm Bureaus of Two Counties
The annual meeting of the Knox'
granddaughter, Mrs. Randall Snow in
Agawam, alter a short illness. She Lincoln County Farm Bureau will be
held Thursday in the Opera House,
was a native of South Thomaston,
the program starting at 10 o'clock.
where she was born, daughter of Rob President Arthur A. Hauck of the
ert and Eliza Speed, April 15, 1855 university of Maine will speak in the
Her husband, the late John Edwin moming. Mrs. Rena C. Bowles and
Folsom was a well known merchant Miss Mabel Carver will present an
In Rockland. Mass., and Cambridge. illustrated playet, ■’Restful Bed
She lived in Manchester. N. H, for rooms." An excellent program of
some time after her marriage, and entertainment will be furnished dur
moved to Massachusetts 50 years ago. ing the day.
She was for many years active in the
Exhibits are to be featured by the
Women's Relief Corps and was a extension agents; agricultural ex
member of thc Cambridge chapter. hibits by R. C. Wentworth; home
Eastern Star, and attended the Ar economics in charge of Jessie Law
lington Unitarian Church.
rence and Miss Ruth M. Clark will
She is survived by two sons, Robert show some 4-H Club work.
L. Folsom of Haverhill, and Charles
Dinner will be served at MeguntiE Folsom of the Boston Post staff; cook Grange hall and at the Ameri
four grandchildren and one great can Legion hall. Mrs. Eva Young,
Mrs. Mildred Sheldon. Mrs. Mary
grandchild.
Funeral services were held Sunday Nash, 'Mrs. Emelyn Bridges and
afternoon in the parlors of the First Mrs. Marston Beverage are dinner
Parish Unitarian Church. Arlington committee.
Centre. The services were conducted
by the minister. Rev. John Nicol she lived for some time after her
Mark. There were also Eastern Star marriage.
services conducted by the officers of » The deceased was a sister of Mrs
the Cambridge Chapter, O E S.. of Inez M. Green of Maverick street, and
which Mrs. Folsom was long a mem her death will be mournea by many
ber. Mrs. Mertie Chase of Medford, friends in Rockland and vicinity.
a friend of the family sang.- Mem- J
bers of the Women’s Relief Corps,
SEARSMONT
to which Mrs. Folsom belonged, also
A terific storm, with high wind and
i attended the funeral. There were no
i pall bearers. Her son. Charles E. Fol rain blowing from the south, struck
som, is a member of the Boston Post this section Saturday. Lights flick
j staff, and the newspaper was repre ered on and off as power lines suf
sented at the services by a group of fered from the gale force.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton, with
Mr. Folsom's frierfds on the Post
Yesterday the body was taken for relotives from Belfast and Bangor,
burial to Manchester. N. H., where recently made a delightful trip to

Rollins Hosiery

BLACKINGTON’S

at $2.98

at $3.98

Solid Birch

Solid Birch

Walnut cr Maple Finish

Walnut Veneer Tops

9 COFFEE TABLES
• CLOVER LEAF TABLES

G BVTTERFEA’ TABLES
9 COFFEE TABLES
9 DRUM TOP TABLES
9 DRUM TOP TABLES
© BUTTERFLY LEAF TABLES| 9 MAGAZINE TABLES
9 RADIO TABLES
9 BOOK CASES
• END TABLES
BOOK CASES

9
9

• NIGHT TABLES
REVOLVING BOOK CASE

maple or walnut
$4.95, $5.95

Chest of Drawers .
finish,

ISENTER CRANE COMPANY^^^
Froindship and other towns, enjoying
a picnic dinner at Martin's Point,
I
The Ladies' Aid held its latest
meetig with Mrs. Caroline Adams, 11
members attending.
Mr and Mrs. George Sibley and
daughter Florence recently left here
for another year's stay in Duluth.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ames Williams
of Chestnut Hill, Mass, are at their
thome, "Hardscrabble” for the re
mainder of the month They are enpoying hunting on their own prop
erty.
Rally Day was observed gunday at
the Community Methodist Church.
In the program the primary depart

ment of the church school combined
with the regular morning service
under the direction of the teacher,
Mrs. Russell Knight. Attendance to
talled 52.
George N Cooper died Oct. 9 at
his home in Belfast after a long 111nessff Deceased was born in this
town March 18. 1862. son of Nicholas
C. and Ann (Milliken) Vooper, and
here the greater part of his life was
spent. He is survived by his wife,
the former Maud George; one son.
Frank H. Cooper; and four grand
children. all cf Belfast.

SAY "D&H”
WHEN YOU ORDER

COAL
D&H Cone-Cleaned Anthracite has
the reserve power to keep the home
warm — no matter how cold the
weather. With real Winter due —
and overdue—it pays to specify
this "Zero Weather Fuel.”
Costs no more than ordinary coal
but gives more heat to thc ton.

M.B.&C.O.PERRY
TEL. 487, ROCKLAND

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY NITE IS

BANK NITE

$125.00
ON THE SCREEN

WE ARE ONCE AGAIN

Remodelling and Enlarging

WHERE
POISON

Consequently We Must Lower Our Stock To Facilitate the Work; Hence—

A Store-Wide Price Cat
Is In Effect Today Affecting Hundreds of Pieces of Furniture You Need—A
Real Opportunity. Special, 9x12 Felt Base Rugs, $4.95; Others Proportion
ately Low, Handsome Patterns, All Sizes, AU Colors.
OUR ENTIRE STOCK

WE MUST HAVE SPACE TO WORK

IVY

TWINES AROUND

THE

TRAILER

DOOR I

ARE TROUBLE
STUART

ERWIN
PAUL'

news
caktoon

KELLY
Flor.BC. RICE
M.rgar.t
IRVING

»nd
COMEDY

TODAY

America's
favorite folks

iteJonei

fitittfy
fill the wide open

spaces with fun
and romance!

ROBERT YOUNG

LARGEST STOCK OF

FURNITURE IN MAINE
TO CHOOSE FROM

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
MAKE YOUR HOUSE A HOME AT NEW LOW PRICES

in

CASH OR EASY
PAYMENT PLAN

<AS DESIRED

“SWORN ENEMY"

BACK IO
NATURE
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ELEVEN WOMEN HERE

THE THREE LINKERS
Joint Installation of Subordi
nate Lodge and Miriam Re
bekah Lodge
A joint installation of Knox Lodge
10.0 F„ and Miriam Rebekah Lodge
was held at Odd Fellows hall Thurs
day night. The ceremony was im
pressively performed by District
Deputy Grand Master Milton V. Rol- '
lins and the District Deputy
President, Mrs. Blanche Fuller of
Camden, assisted by District Deputy
Marshals Margaret Crockett of
Camden and Oliver B. Lovejoy of
Rockland
After the installation,
ceremonies, a Past Noble Grand s col
lar was presented to Mrs. Lillian Cot
ton by Mrs. Nettie Stewart, and this
program was enjoyed:
Selection by orchestra: presentation
of Grand Officers, George D. Daley of
Old Town. Grand Master of the
Orand Lodge of Maine: Grand Pa
triarch. Luke S Davis of the Grand
Encampment of Maine and Oliver B
Lovejoy Grand Marshal of the Grand
Encampment; presentation of gifts
to the installing officers by the
noble grand. Mrs. Ida Huntley: re
marks by Grand Patriarch, Orand
Marshal: vocal solo. Vora Bemis, ac
companied by Mrs Leah Davis of
Thomaston: remarks by Grand Mas
ter. Mrs Puller. Milton Rollins and
Miss Margaret Crockett; selection by
the orchestra
At the close of the program re
freshments were served and a social
hour was enjoyed.
Music for the entire evening was
furnished by Eddie Whalen and His
Yankee Ambassadors.
The officers were installed:
Knox Lodge—Noble grand. Nestor
Brown; vice grand. Howard Rollins;
recording secretary. Harry French;
financial secretary. Neil Karl; treas
urer. Milton V. Rollins; warden.
Francis Jackson: conductor. Lester
Post; Inside guard. Richard Bemis:
outside guard Walter Ellis; RJ5N.G .
Allan Sawyer; L.S.N G.. Roy Mank;
RS.S. Merle Dobbins; LBS., Elmer
Pinkham; chaplain. Jesse Carroll;
RS.VG., Merle Allen; LS.V.G . Al
fred Benner
Miriam Rebekah Lodge — Noble
grand. Ida Huntley; vice grand. Addie
Brown; recording secretary. Nettie
Stewart; financial secretary, Nina
Davis; treasurer, Therese Smith;
warden. Marion Kinney; conductor,
Vivian Kimball; inside guard. Mar
jorie Cummings; outside guard. Rena
Robinson; R.S.N.G Lena Rollins;
LB NG. Elizabeth Barton; musi
cian, Marguerite Johnson: RS.V.G..
Flora Post; LB V.G , Vora Bemis.

To Alkalize
Acid Indigestion
Away Fast

People Everywhere Arc Adopting
This Remarkable "Phillips" Hoy

The wav to gain almost incredibly
quick relief, from stomach condition
arising from overacidity, is to alka
lize tne stomach quickly with Phil
lips' Milk of Magnesia.
You take either two teaspoons of
the liquid Phillips' after meals; or
two Phillips' Milk of Magnesia Tab
lets. Almost instantly “acid indiges
tion” goes, gas from hyperacidity,
“acid - headaches”—from over-in
dulgence in food or smoking — and
nausea are relieved. You feel made
over; forget you have a stomach.
Try this Phillips’ way if you have
any acid stomach upsets, (let either
the liquid “Phillips’' or the remark
able, new Phillips' Milk of Magnesia
Tablets. Only 25r for a big box of
tablets at drug stores.
ALSO IN TABLET FORM:
Each tiny tablet
is the equivalent
of a teaspoonful
of genuine Phil
lips7 Milk of
Magnesia.

•

Phillips'

MILK OF
MAGNESIA

NOTICE TO MARINERS

—
Jericho Bay—Southeast Approach—
Sheriff Ledges Buoy 4 was established
Oct. 8. a red first class special nun.
in 72 feet. l’< miles. 261 degrees from
Burnt Coat Harbor Lighthouse.
Burnt Coat Harbor—Eastern En
trance—Buoys established Oct. 8.
Baker Island Ledges Buoy 1. a black
second class spar, in 27 feet. 550 yards,
297 degrees from north point of the
northerly Baker Island.
Harbor Island Ledges Buoy 3, a
black second class spar, in 15 feet. 200
yards. 107 degrees from northeast
point of Harbor Island.

Told of Important Work
Done By National Mis
sionary Association
An outstanding event in the local
Universalist Church was the visit of
11 members of the Women's National
Missionary Association Wednesday
afternoon as guests of the Mission
Circle. These women making up the
personnel of the national board pos
sess ability and distinction, and are
selected from nearly every part of
the United States. Their visit to
Rockland was possible only in con
nection with the fall meeting of the
board in Portland and was a part of
a general visitation plan Including
the churches in eastern and central
Maine.
The formal program in charge of
Mrs. Adelaide E. Low. president,
opened with group singing of "Faith
of Our Fathers" and Scripture, fol
lowed by a prayer, after which a
trio composed of Mrs. Katherine
Veazie. Mrs. Lowe and Mrs. Oladys
S. Heistad sang “The Eyes of the
Lord Are Upon the Righteous” by
Hyatt, with Miss Margaret O. Stahl
at the piano, Mrs Lowe then ex
tended a welcome to the visitors, her
brief talk full of graciousness and
sincerity making a deep impression.
Her talk prefaced introduction one
by one of the visitors, each of whom
in acknowledgement outlined briefly
her respective duties on the National
board.
• • • •
Mrs Ezra B Wood of New Haven,
said that her duties in addition'to
those of first vice president, were
those of chairman of the finance
committee in whose hands was the
task of making out the budget. Mrs.
Wood also touched upon the field
work now being Undertaken by the
board, a broad venture embracing an
intensive program. Mrs. Donna Bon
ner of Washington. D. C . second vice
president, spoke of her special work
ln North Carolina where lor manyyears mission work has been carried
on in the mountain regions Tribute
was paid to Miss Hannah Powell
who has recently resigned as direc
tor of the mountaA missions in
North Carolina.
Mrs Stanley Manning, formerly of
Augusta and now of Hartford
touched upon her duties as executive
secretary which include preparation
of literature to be used in program
and other mission activities. Mrs.
Manning distributed several leaflets
enlarging upon various phases of the
work. Mrs Seth |R. Brooks of
Malden. Mass., recording secretary,
said that her special part is as chair
man of the candidate committee and
chairman of the social service de

THl HOM!
LIGHTING ADV1S0I
ia trained in the
Science of Seeing
...to help give you
better lighting for
Comfortable teeing.

partment, two phases which prove
most interesting through the many
problems presented.
Mrs. Ada M. Treat of South Port
land. corresponding secretary, con
vinced everyone that her one office
is exacting enough to occupy her
time and thought.
Mrs. Alice E. Taylor of Boston acts
as executive secretary for the WN
M.A.; also for the National Clara
Barton Guild. She serves on the
Clara Barton Birthplace Committee
and stands in on the work being done
there, especially in conducting dia
betic camps for children. Mrs. Edwin
R Sampson of North Weymouth.
Mas.. as Japan chairman, gave an
Interesting account of the work be
ing done in the Blackmer Home, con
ducted for young Japanese women
who carry on studies and undertake
practical training in many lines
under skilled Christian leadership
Mrs. Sampson also touched upon the
splendid work being done by Univer
salist missionaries in Japan.
....

eS Fishing

Wp

Mrs. Angelica Glover ar.d Miss
Caroline Jameson presided over the
silver services. The attractive ves
try was further enhanced by a pro
fusion of autumn flowers which had
escaped the frost The committees
in charge were: Program. Mrs. Lowe;
decorations. Miss Jameson. Miss
Ellen Cochran. Mrs Maude Blodgett.
Mrs. Katherine Haines and Mrs.
Alice Jameson; refreshments. Mrs.
Nettie Wotton, Mrs. Florence LoveJoy. Mrs. Mabel Sherman. Mrs Etta
Stoddard, Miss Mabel Pillsbury. Mrs.
Clara Smith. Mrs. - Irene Walker,
Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson.

Ch/axst you hadif ouA

MFASUMD1

Just 'phone and one of our Home Lighting Advisers will call
to measure the lighting with a Light Meter. This fascinating
new instrument is a scientific development of world famous
laboratories. When you see what its electric eye says about
your lighting, you'll be absolutely sure whether you have
enough light for safe seeing without eyestrain.
Do this for your eyes' sake—call our local store now!

HAVE

YOUR

EYES

EXAMINED

REGULARLY

centramAmai n e

NtW l-E-i BITTER SIGHT LAMP
GIVES BETTER LIGHT AT LOW COST

1>

M9.50
Thia ia the lamp
milliona now uae

forglare-frec.aight-

saving lighting.
Gives far more
and better light

than

ordinary

lamps using same

amount of current.

POWBE^-tOMPAHY

Gladys St. Clair Heistad

native of Brazil; and Stella Andreva,
British soprano.
Three of Lily Pons’ regular con
cert items have been recorded for the
Metropolitan Opera's coloratura's

1

Tenors are scarce as hen's teeth
so says Edward Johnson after search
ing through Europe for additions to
the Metropolitan Opera Company.
He was particularly interested in
finding leading tenors for the Italian
and French repertoire. “Even in
Italy; Mr. Johnson said, "voices were
not adequate.” The result is that the
Met will probably go along on its
present list of tenors, augmented by
the new comers who have been car
ried over from the spring season.
• • • •
The speaking of Italy and of tenors.
Mr. Johnson commented that the
directors of the Musical May. the
elaborate Florentine festival, had
WE BUY
Dressed Hogs. Beef, Lamb and Veal. asked him whether there were in
We sugar core and smoke your hams, America any tenors who might be
shoulders and bacon.
used in Florence. The need was. in
C. H. RICE COMPANY
particular, for a singer who could do
Tillson Avenue
Rockland, Me.
Tristan in German. Mr. Johnson
121-132
recommended Paul Althouse, who. he
said, sang Tristan more effectively
than any of the artists he listened to
ln Europe as prospective Metropoli
tan timber.

MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

LET us give your home the benefits of measured light. This
service is offered to you without cost, to help make seeing
easier, lessen the dangers of eyestrain, and make homes better
and more cheerful places in which to live.

iy

second motion picture, now in mak
ing in Hollywood. They are, Una
voce poco fa. from ‘The Barber of
Seville;" Comme une Oiseau, and a
Tarantella. In addition there are
three popular songs, ranging from
a waltz to a patter-ditty.
A work practically unknown in the
United States, Robert Schumann's
Fantasia foi violin and ochestra (Op.
Miss Gertrude Whipple of Man- »nd
tribute. His work with . 131) has been revised by Fritz Kreisville, IR. I., as trustee of the Clara I the young folks was done in a quiet i ier. who is to play it on Oct. 29 with
Barton Birthplace, gave a vivid pic unassuming manner, yet he obtained the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
ture of the significant work being I amazing results with almost raw- Mr. Kreislers work on the score was
done there with diabetic chbnren.
material. This was shown up in an inspired by a remark which he heard
and made a plea to fill the small i
Brahms make some forty years ago.
ChrJitmas st.-vckf.gs to aid in cany-, eta"*nt manner when the
1,001 that this composition of Schumann
ing on the work. Mrs E H. Scofield Band was entered in the Eastern should be saved from neglect by judiof Minneapolis, also a trustee, acts Maine School Music Festivals in I cious revision.
in the capacity of the Friendly Mes recent years, winning excellent and
• • • •
senger and as a member of tne memRose
Raisa,
operatic soprano, is
superior rating in all instances.
rership committee, outlining how her
among the 76 women from nine coun
Rehearsals with the bana were car
work functims ln an interesting
tries recently cited as outstanding in
manner. Mts. Sarah W. Russell of ried on regularly, even when there I achievement during the last year
Rochester, N Y. who as treasurer was lack of funds for his compensa 1 by Eve Magazine. Other musical
gave an encouraging report of the tion. and he took great pride in pre i personalities who won places in the
financial condition of all the pro senting the youthful musicians (poll were Nathalie Bodanskaya.
ject* undertaken by the National whenever opportunity offered. Much Metropolitan Opera soprano, and
of his time was devoted to instruct Margaret Heifetz, nlne-year-old con
organization.
Mrs. living L Walker of Col Iwater, ing the boys and girls both in private ductor. who has been heard with the
N. Y.. president stressed the impor and class work, lessons and instru Moscow Symphony Orchestra.
• • • •
tance of women in the Christian ments in many cases being provided
church, and made the thought-giving |from hts own Poc^1- Young people
In 1938 the 125th anniversary of
remark that if one tenth of all the In music seemed vitally important tc the birth of Wagner will be cele
Chri*tian wo-nen lr the world would him, and he often voiced witli brated. on which occasion, his native
unite in concerted action all tbe pro- exasperation the lack of interest city. Leipsic, is to give restagings of
ulema of the world would be solved shown by adults in school musical all his works, including Die Peen,
She expressed the belief that a new- activities. Several times I have ap Liebesverbot. and Rienzi.
• • • •
spiritual life is ff'rrlng in the world J pealed t°
t°r The personnel ot
In the short film which he recent
today, and that everything should be his organizations, and always he
dnre tc oring about a closer otgeniza- brought the material to me in a per- ly made at the Denham Studios.
tion of women. “There should be a ™™1 call when I enjoyed discussing Paderewski plays a number of the
rededication <>f our church women."
Phases of his work, parti- works with which his name is asso
, cularly with the boys and girls. His ciated. These include part of the
excellent teaching, his gifted leader- first movement of Beethoven's Moon
Several members of the National ^jp alxj genial friendly manner can light Sonata, a Schubert impromptu
board who have know-n Dr. and Mrs
no 0^er than a permanent and and Liszt's second rhapsody.
Lowe over a period of years paid pleasant, memory in the minds of all
• • • •
Once upon a time, comments
eloquent tribute to them, their loyal muSiCians who came under his atfriendship and notable work in the -ention
Variations in Musical Courier, it
Universalist denomination. The en....
meant something to be a maestro;
tire group brought inspiration to the
now it is the radio title for any band
local organization, through their
Carleton Gregory who is attending leader.
splendid personalities, their poise and the
Blb* School, was
: friendliness. Each woman was an j ch05en 85 a plano sololst ln 8 radl°
> excellent speaker, thus making her program from the 501,301 Ust Sun'
day morning. Mr. Gregory whose
own individual impression.
,
most recent studies have been with
Tea was served from a table ,
beautifully laid ii. vhite damask and ; Miss Edna M. Gregory shows marked
decorated effectively with bright | mu5lcal, a?iUty ’d,ich„h€.wU1 find
hued autumn flowers and candles. most helpful as he progresses in life.

RANGES

tyht

Realm of
Music

In the death of H E. Kirkpatrick
one of our most gifted and accom
plished musicians has been lost.
Gifted in many ways—as a soloist on
several instruments, as arranger of
music, as conductor of bands and
orchestras, and as instructor. As
leader of the Rockland City Band he
maintained that organization as one
of the best known bands in the State.
I knew Mr. Kirkpatrick chiefly
through the Rockland School Band.
, and here alone I can pay him sincere

Aflanfic

-I- ' ::/-:. -'-:’-

Every-Other-Day

AND UP
Your Old Range Taken in
Exchange
Atlantic Ranges are available In
Black and AU Enamel Finishes
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL 9s0
SIS-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-tl

id,V*

Bv RODNEY E FEYLEP
— S£A
SWORE FISHERIES ■

COMMISSIONER
MrtliSIONED

In line with our program of re done for the general welfare of the
habilitating the fishing industry State and its people with a little
more money and then tackle this
various prominent men about the
fisheries rehabilitation program in
State including members elect of the earnest.
• * • •
Legislature have suggested that the
Literature issued by the Department
Department take the lead in en
couraging the elimination of pollu on conservation, propagation and
exploitation is to be placed in the
tion in our rivers to bring back the
schools of the State.
Bertram
salmon, sea bass, and shad fishery. E. Packard. Commissioner of EducaYears ago these species were abund ■ tion has written us that he would be
ant and pltyed an important part in ’ glad to have our material for the
the econua.c value of the industry. ! schools. This material Is being preIt is believed that with the build | pared for distribution. It is educaI tional and interesting and should
ing of Indus trial plants on the rlveTs
i help make our children "ftsh minded"
and the cities U6ing the waters for j so that in the future they will not
sewerage disposal, that the pollution , allow the industry to decline as it
became so bad, the fish died or hasN ln the past.
• • • •
sought a more pleasant and healthy
habitat. At any rate the shad and
At Rockland High School, a study
sea bass have nearly all disappeared
■ ln conservation is being made by one
and the salmon are getting scarcer
of the classes and we have furnished
every year.
material for this work.
Other
Other States have taken steps to schools are showing an interest and
curb this pollution with good results. the students find it most interesting.
Several prominent citizens of
An official of a Philadelphia chemi
Brunswick visited this Department a
cal firm staled recently that much
few days ago gathering Information
work along these lines was being at on clam culture. This work is creat
tempted in Pennsylvania by his firm ing much interest in the college town
In one particular Instance chemists and a program of Marine farming
Lave been employed Dy a county to will be launched as soon as the
necessary legalities are arranged. We
Investigate the pollution caused by a
are entirely ln favor of clam culture
big paper lmli. As a result a use for
■and believe that Maine has a great
the waste matter has been found 'n
opportunity in this work.
the manufccture of yeast and the
river has been rid of a bad form of
KENT'S HILL
pollution, much to the advantage of
the county and to the paper mill.
The Knox * Lincoln Kent's Hill
We are convinced that there is an
opportunity to do similar work on Club wlll hold its third get-together
the Maine rivers and bring back at Hotel Rockland Friday night.
these practically extinct species of Dinner hour 7 p. m. A social evening
valuable fish. We are behind any will be enjoyed in the grill room. It
movement along these lines and rec Is hoped there will be a goodly at
ommend that it be started in the tendance as there is important busi
near future. The Department is ness to transact and election of offi
making a survey of the situation and cers for ensuing year. Principal and
hopes that it may be able to instigate Mrs. Hincks, with other teachers from
a program of purifying our river the Hill, will be present, also some
waters. This along with many other of the student body. This invitation
needed and plausible activities re is extended to any person who has
quires money. The present appro attended the school at any period or
priation of but 670.000 is entirely any interested friend. Come on
Inadequate. We are striving to do a Kent's Hillites. show your old school
gigantic and important job on this ■ spirit and join the old crowd at Hosmall appropriation and are getting ' tel Rockland Friday. Oct. 23.
good results. We hope to show the 1 Llzette Green Emery and Ethel
next Legislature how much could be Holbrook. Publicity Committee.
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HURRY! HURRY!
ONLY 10 DAYS NOW
I

’ TO GET YOUR SHARE OF

$10,000.00
IN CASH PRIZES

« • • •

The news that Florence will pre
sent “Tristan and Isolde" in German
has significance. Opera is seldom
performed on the Continent in its ,
original tongue except in its native
land. There have been occasions
when this happened in Italy, but not
many.
• • • •
An outline of the Metropolitan
Opera's season was made public by
Edward Johnson Oct. 1st. Stressing
of opera in English was indicated in
the promise to present in the vern
acular Richard Hageman's “Capondacchi', and Cimarosa's "The Secret
Marriage.” Lawrence Ttbbett will
have the title role in the former.
Restorations will include Wagner's
“The Flying Dutchman’’ with Kirsten
Flagstad as Senta; Samson et Delila
(Saint-Saens); Offenbach's “Tales
of Hoffman’'; Le Coq dor (RimskyKorsakov) to be presented as a
straight opera apart from the ballet;
and “Norma," with Gina Cigna, new
dramatic soprano, as the heroine.
The new artists are: John Brownlee,
Australian baritone; Irene Jessner,
young Viennese lyric soprano; Karl
Laufkoetter, German buffo tenor;
Kerstin Thorborg. Swedish contral
to; Gina Cigna. French-Italian dra
matic soprano; Gertrude Ruenger,
Polish dramatic soprano; Franca
Somigli, American soprano (heard in
Italy and at Salzburg); Vina Bovy.
born in Belgium; Bidu Sayao, a
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Get You Contest Blank Today

from any American Oil Company
BtAAlK

Dealer or Station

FIRST PRIZE $2,500.00
and 563 other cash prizes
HAT’S right—only ten days left to
get your share of the $10,000.00.
The contest closes Oct. 31st, midnight.

T

And anyone has a chance to win. The
contest is not hard. Full details and rules
are given on the Official Entry Blank
which must be used to qualify you.
So don’t wait. Drive in at any Amer
ican Oil Company dealer or station
and get your Contest Blank today. You
don’t have to buy anything.

rrom Maine to Florida—Stop at The Sign of Greater Values!

AMERICAN OIL COMPANY AMOCO
Also maker ot Amoco Motor Lubricants

O American Oil

Co.

